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TABLE B7.16 MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSES ON PEER ACCEPTANCE AND
SOCIOMETRY (Z SCORES) AT SECOND ASSESSMENT for whole sample (n=325)
PEER ACCEPTANCE	 SOCIOMETRY
F-fixed	 F-entered	 F-fixed	 F-entered
Variable	 order	 last	 order	 last
Sex	 1 7.63****	 1.85	 1 6.43****	 0.88
Ethnic group	 6.60**	 5.16*	 7.85**	 375*
Sibship size	 2.89k	 0.02	 1.53	 0.88
Ordinal position	 4.68*	 4.76*	 0.90	 0.01
Nursery or infants	 2.52	 7.83**	 0.18	 1.16
TO cognition	 19.09****	 0.01	 15.67****	 0.00
Age	 3.O4	 0.66	 9.06**	 3.46
Sex* Ethnic group	 0.08	 0.11	 0.85	 0.64
Sex* Sib size	 0.18	 1.96	 0.41	 0.46
Sex* Ordinal position	 8.06**	 10.30**	 4.65*	 5.18*
Age* Class	 9.36**	 8.79**	 2.12	 2.10
Sex* TQ cognition	 0.66	 0.66	 0.03	 0.03
Class* TO cognition	 0.81	 0.02	 0.16	 0.01
Age* TO cognition	 0.71	 0.17	 0.13	 0.13
A2	 .20	 .16
+ p<.10 * p<.05 ** p<.01 	 p<.001	 p<.0001
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TABLE B7.17 MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSES (6 VARIABLES) ON PEER
ACCEPTANCE AND SOCIOMETRY (z scores) AT SECOND ASSESSMENT for nursery
and infant class children separately
(a) Nursery class children (n 174)
Peer Acceptance	 Soclometry
Variable	 F-fixed order F-entered last	 F-fixed order F-entered last
Sex	 16.11**	 0.01	 20.62**	 0.94
Ethnicity	 0.03	 1.49	 0.01	 0.82
Sibship size	 4.68*	 0.75	 1.12	 0.61
Ordinal position	 4.32	 373*	 0.00	 0.01
TQ cognition	 5.95	 0.01	 6.75**	 0.85
Age	 7.91**	 5.29*	 8.63**	 2.62k
Sex * ethnicity	 1.35	 1.05	 0.13	 0.01
Sex * sibship	 0.00	 3.97'	 0.08	 1.34
Sex * ordinal position 	 17.21	 1 6 .87****	 9.56**	 8.70
Sex * TQ cognition	 0.01	 0.00	 0.66	 0.54
Age * TQ cognition 	 0.10	 0.10	 1.45	 1.54
	
R2 =.26	 R2=.23
(b) Infant class children (n = 150)
Peer Acceptance	 Soclometry
Variable	 F-fixed order F-entered last	 F-fixed order F-entered last
Sex	 3.70k	 1.73	 1.54	 0.07
Ethnicity	 13.85***	 11.17***	 11.11	 6.90
Sibship size	 0.34	 0.11	 0.88	 0.58
Ordinal position	 0.92	 0.86	 0.05	 0.13
TO cognition	 17.69****	 0.04	 10.63m	 0.17
Age	 0.50	 0.74	 1.55	 0.87
Sex * ethnicity	 0.03	 0.09	 0.90	 0.86
Sex * sibship	 0.96	 0.34	 0.68	 0.33
Sex * ordinal position	 0.14	 0.15	 0.06	 0.06
Sex • TO cognition	 1.12	 1.02	 0.02	 0.03
Age * TO cognition	 0.21	 0.21	 0.03	 0.03
R2 =.22	 R2-.16
































TABLE B7.29 INTERRATER RELIABILITY ON TEACHER INTERVIEW
Percentage observed and expected agreement kappas on discrete variables
Variable
TEA 7 How gets on with peers
TEA 8 Plays with anyone
TEA 9 Particular friendship circle
TEAl 0 Small group of any children
TEAl 1 Plays with 1-2 children
TEAl 2 Plays in large group
TEA13 Onlooks, hovers
TEA14 Sex of playmates
TEAl 5 Constructional play
TEA16 Imaginative play
TEAl 7 Creative actMties




TEA22 Time with peers
TEA23 Has special friends
TEA24 Best friend - time tog.
TEA25 Best friend - fond
TEA26 Best friend - known long
TEA27 Best friend - same lift scheme
TEA36 Leadership
TEA37 Why no friends
TEA38 Fights
TEA39 Frequency of fights
TEA4O Severity of fights
TEA41 Who starts fights



































































































TEA44 Frequency of arguments
Variable
TEA45 Severity of arguments
TEA46 Who starts arguments
TEA47 Circumstances of arguments
TEA48 Response to provocation
TEA49 Children's reaction to child
TEA5O Telling tales - frequency
TEA51 Tales - kind
TEA52 Tales re children - frequency
TEA53 Tales re children - kind
TEAM Teased - frequency
TEA55 Teased - type
TEA56 Teased - reasons
TEA57 Bullied - frequency
TEA58 Bullied - reasons
TEA59 Bullies/picks on
TEA6O Bullies - whom
TEA61 Bullies - reason
TEA62 Teacher - relationship with
TEA63 Teacher directed activity
TEA64 Teacher - individual chat
TEA65 Teacher - individual activity
TEA66 Teacher - hovers
TEA67 Social preferences
TEA68 Clingy to parent
TEA69 Clingy to teacher
TEA7O Clingy to peers
TEA71 Clingy - reasons
TEA72 Affectionate - parents
TEA73 Affectionate - teachers
TEA74 Affectionate - children
TEA75 Affectionate - demonstrative




































































































































TABLE B7.30 INTERRATER RELIABILITY ON TEACHER INTERVIEW




























Range of social playmates
Range of peer play activities
Has friends
Friends and close friends total
Best friends - time together (n = 13)
Best friends - affection (n = 11)
Best friend - contact elsewhere (n = 7)




Fighting and arguing total
Tell tales - total
Bullied and teased - total
Picks on (bullies others - total)
Response to provocation and bullying
Response to provocation (rescaled)
Conflict total
Fights and picks on others
Activities with teacher - total
Relationship with teacher - total






CLIN	 Clinging (reversed scale) 	 .77
FEEL	 Range of emotions	 .80
EMOT	 Shows emotions - total	 .83
































TABLE B7.31 INTERRATER RELIABILITY ON PARENT INTERVIEW
Percentage observed and expected agreement and kappas on
child and family characteristics variables
Variable
PAR1 07 Parents' marital status
PAR141 Satisf - housing
PAR15O Health - infancy
PAR227 Stay - friend
PAR249 Emot - behav. difficulty




PAR362 Time with mother
PAR363 Time with mo.& sibs.
PAR364 Time with father
PAR365 Time with fa.& sibs
PAR4O7 Sib.1 - ordinal position
PAR41 1 Sib.1 - how get on
PAR412 Sib.1 - time together
PAR422 Sib.1 - leadership
PAR423 Sib. 1 - supervision needed
PAR424 Sib.1 - why need supervision
PAR425 Sib.1 - conflict-predominant
PAR426 Sib.1 - conflict-peak
PAR437 Sib.1 - jealousy
PAR438 Sib.1 - who is jealous
PAR439 Sib.1 - why jealous
PAR44O Sib.1 - duration of jealousy
PAR61 0 Baby - how get on
PAR61 1 Baby - time together
PAR61 5 Baby - supervision needed





































































































































PAR61 7 Baby - jealousy
PAR61 8 2+ sibs - time tog.
PAR619 2+ sibs - get on in play
PAR62O 2+ sibs - meaitimes
PAR622 2+ sibs - jealousy
PAR623 Ma's percn.of Ma-C relationship
PAR624 Ma - affection
PAR625 Ma - C listens to
PAR626 Percn. of Fa - C relationship
PAR627 Fa - affection
PAR628 Fa - C listens to
PAR629 Comparative attachment
PAR63O Change in attachment
PAR645 Ma - consistent discipline
PAR646 Fa. - consistent discipline
PAR647 Main disciplinarian
PAR666 Ma's - child-centredness
PAR667 Ma's control
PX667 Ma's control (rescaled)
PAR668 Ma - conflict
PAR669 Ma - conflict resolution
PX669 Ma - conf.resol.(rescaled)
PAR67O Fa's - C centredness
PAR671 Fa - control
PX671 Fa - control(rescaled)
PAR672 Fa - conflict
PAR673 Fa - conflict resol.
PAR673 Fa - conflict resol(rescaled)
PAR738 MGP5 - C qual. of rein.
PAR739 MGPs - Parent rein, quality
PAR81O PGPs - C qual. of rein.
PAR81 1 PGPs - C qual. of rein.
PAR1 136 Mo's sociability
PAR1 137 Mo's social circle
































































































































































































TABLE B7.32 INTERRATER RELIABILITY ON PARENT INTERVIEW




Satisfaction with home and environment
Amount of GP contact
Hospital contact for physical problems
Hospital contact for other problems
Chronic health problems
Health - overall composite
Parent's identification of developmental and
psychological difficulties
Psychological and developmental problems -
sum of all
Psychological and developmental problems
sum of weighted scores
Psychological problems - sum of weighted
scores
Separations - frequency and duration
Separations - earliest age
Overnight visits to adults
Overnight visits to children
Babysitters
Amount of day care
Satisfaction with day care
Predominant reaction to separation
Severest reaction to separation

















































































































Speech, language problems - current
Speech, language problems - past
Play - range of indoor interests
Play - range of outdoor interests
Play - total interests
Social play
Activities with mother - at home
Activities with mother - elsewhere
Activities with mother - all
Activities with father - at home
Activities with father - elsewhere
Activities with father - all
Activities with mother and father - total
Sib 1 - age
Sib 1 - range of play
Sib 1 - supervision and reason
Sib 1 - squabble - all
Sib 1 - fight - all
Sib 1 - fight & squabble
Sib 1 - jealousy
Baby/toddler - age
Baby/toddler - range of activities
All sibs - get on
Relationship with mother - perception
Relationship with father - perception
Relationship with both parents - perception
Discipline - by mother
Discipline by father
Discipline by both parents
Discipline - agreement between parents
Feel in control - mother
Feel in control - father
Feel in control - both parents










































PAR6L	 Effectiveness of control - both parents
PAR6E	 Degree of conflict - both parents
PAR6F	 Conflict resolution - both parents
PAR6P	 Parenting style - mother
PAR6Q	 Parenting style - father
PAR6PQ	 Parenting style - both parents
PX6L	 Parent/child centred - both parents (rescaled)
PX6F	 Conflict resolution - both parents (rescaled)
P6MA	 Relationship with mother - overall composite
P6FA	 Relationship with father - overall composite
P6MF	 Relationship with both parents - overall
composite
P6J	 Relationship with both parents - composite
and agreement between parents
PAR7A	 Quality of relationship with other adults in
home
PAR7M	 Contact with maternal grandparents
PAR7F	 Number of maternal and paternal aunts and
uncles
PAR7W	 Number of maternal and paternal cousins
PAR7U	 Contact with closest maternal and paternal
aunts and uncles
PAR7B	 Contact with all maternal and paternal aunts
and uncles
PAR7G	 Closeness to maternal and paternal aunts
and uncles
PAR7S	 Strain in relationships with maternal and
paternal aunts and uncles
PAR7X	 Contact with maternal and paternal cousins
PAR7Y	 Closeness in relationships with all cousins
PAR7Z	 Strain in relationships with all cousins
PAR8F	 Contact with paternal grandparents
PAR1 iS	 Mothers sociability
PAR1 1 F	 Fathers sociability
PAR1 1SF Both parents' sociability
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TABLE B7.33 INTERRATER RELIABILITY ON PARENT INTERVIEW
Percentage observed and expected agreement and kappas on peer relationship
variables
n	 %obs. agrmt % exp.agmit kappa
PAR9O7 Peer contact in parks 	 24	 100	 82	 1.00
PAR9O8 Peer contact - playgroups 	 24	 97	 65	 .91
PAR9O9 Peer contact - neighbourhood 	 24	 94	 54	 .87
PAR91O Family visiting	 22	 91	 70	 .69
PAR91 1 Peers visit	 24	 98	 67	 .94
PAR91 2 Parent - reason no contact 	 3	 100	 85	 1.00
PAR91 3 Parent - reason no contact 	 2	 100	 50	 1.00
PAR915 Interest in peers 	 23	 100	 84	 1.00
PAR916 Peers - all
	
16	 94	 78	 .72
PAR91 7 Peers - sex 	 16	 97	 72	 .89
PAR918 Peers - who	 16	 98	 66	 .96
PAR919 Peers - group size	 16	 98	 82	 .91
PAR922 Peers - mischievous	 16	 94	 no var. in 1 rater
PAR923 Peers - fight 	 16	 99	 91	 .86
PAR924 Closest friend - age 	 21	 100	 85	 1.00
PAR925 Closest friend - sex 	 21	 95	 52	 .90
PAR928 Closest friend - how met 	 21	 98	 68	 .94
PAR929 Closest friend - where met 	 21	 96	 87	 .64
PAR936 Closest friend - leader 	 20	 100	 59	 1.00
PAR942 Closest friend - enjoy company	 21	 100	 79	 1.00
PAR1113 When interested in children 	 23	 100	 75	 1.00
PAR1 114 When contact with children began	 24	 100	 63	 1.00
PAR1 115 Early contact - visiting	 24	 96	 85	 .73
PAR1 118 Early contact - clubs
	
24	 98	 71	 .91
PAR1119 Playgroup	 23	 100	 51	 1.00
PAR112O Parties - goes to	 24	 98	 80	 .92
PX1 120 Parties (rescaled) 	 24	 98	 78	 .92
PAR1122 Own parties 	 24	 96	 75	 .84
PX1122 Own parties (rescaled)	 24	 96	 75	 .84
PAR1 134 Stands up for self 	 24	 97	 70	 .90
PAR1 133 Parents' attitude to standing up for self 	 24	 100	 84	 1.00
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TABLE B7.34 INTERRATER RELIABILITY ON PARENT INTERVIEW
Intraclass correlations on peer relationship and friendship composite variables
Intraclass
Vailables	 n	 correlation
PAR9C	 Overall amount and setting of peer contact 	 24	 .92
PAR9D	 Peer contact in neighbourhood and by visiting 	 24	 .91
PAR9P	 Peer play in casual group settings 	 16	 .83
P9MS	 Mischief and squabbles in group play settings	 16	 .59
PX9F	 Number of regular friends/playmates (0-5)	 24	 .99
PAR9F	 Number of regular friends (excluding 0) 	 21	 .98
PZ9F	 Total number of regular friends/playmates 	 24	 .99
PY9F	 Total friends/playmates-all contacts	 24	 .99
PAR9B	 Number of friends/playmates who are best friends (1-5) 	 21	 1.00
AGEY	 Number of younger friends	 24	 1.00
RAGY	 Proportion of younger friends	 21	 1.00
RAG2	 Proportion of same-aged friends	 21	 .99
RAFO	 Proportion of older friends 	 21	 .99
NSEXO	 Number of boys	 24	 .1.00
PAR9Y	 Proportion of boys	 21	 .99
NSEEX	 Number sees often	 24	 1.00
PSEEX	 Proportion sees often 	 21	 .98
PXNOWX Proportion met in neighbourhood, playgroup, school	 21	 .98
NFRL	 Number has known long and sees at least weekly 	 24	 1.00
PAR9PX	 Range of play/activities-proportion 	 21	 .96
F1SQX	 Fights and squabbles - total 	 21	 .97
Fl SQJ	 Fights and squabbles - closest friend 	 21	 1.00
RESX	 Number of fights, squabbles ended by parents 	 24	 1.00
PRESX	 Proportion of fights, squabbles resolved by parents 	 21	 .99
NL1 KX	 Enjoys friends company - number 	 24	 .99
PL1 KX	 Enjoys friends company - proportion	 21	 .85
NWELY	 Number who get on very well 	 24	 .99
PWELY	 Proportion who get on very well 	 21	 .77



































Proportion who visit each other
Number of friends has fights with
Proportion of friends has fights with
Proportion who play as pair only
Proportion who play in groups - including sibs, other children
Past peer contact and amount
Peer contact through child care
Children's parties - own and others
Children's parties - own and others (rescaled)
Children's parties - enjoyment
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TABLE B7.36 REACH TEMPERAMENT SCALES
Correlations between first and second assessments for the
whole group and for the E and C groups separately.






Reach Total	 .28	 44	 06
Ri Task Orientation	 -.03	 .22	 -.39
R2 Personal Social 	 .68***	 .86****	 39
Adaptability______________ ______________ ______________
R3 Reactivity	 •44**	 .22
+ p<.1O * p<.05 ** p<.01	 p<.001	 p<.0001
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TABLE B7.38 TEMPERAMENT AT SCHOOL AND PEER ACCEPTANCE
Means, standard deviations, paired t-tests on Reach Scales and Pearson product-
moment correlations on pair-difference scores for first and second assessment data.
FIRST ASSESSMENT






Scale	 mean (Sd)	 mean (Sd)	 t	 r
R total	 3.69 (.47)	 3.96 (.54)	 - 1.53	 .07
Ri TO	 3.07 (.74)	 3.62 (.74)	 - 2 . 14*	 .25
R2 PSA	 3.93 (.99)	 4.02 (.83)	 - 0.29	 .06
R3 R	 4.3 (.65)	 4.41 (.59)	 - .53	 -.34
SECOND ASSESSMENT
___________ (n=1 7 boys)	 (n=1 7 boys)	 (n=i 6 pairs)	 (n=1 6 pairs)
R total	 3.8 (.64)	 3.98 (.53)	 - 0.71
Ri TO	 3.52 (.98)	 3.59 (.72)	 0.09	 -.35
R2 PSA	 3.71 (1.15)	 4.11 (.86)	 -1.12	 -.35




TABLE B7.39 STABILITY OVER TIME ON MCDEVITr-CAREY TEMPERAMENT
QUESTIONNAIRE
Pearson-product moment correlations between same-scale scores
at first and second assessment.
Scale	 Whole group	 E group	 C group
_______________________ (n=33 boys)
	
(n=16 boys)	 (n=17 boys)
Diagnostic Category	 .58***	 .67***	 •55*
MC Total score	 .78****	 .78****
MC 1 Activity	 .78****	 .87****
MC 2 Rhythmicity	 .78****	 .68***
MC 3 Approach/withdrawal	 •47*	 .17
MC 4 Adaptability	 •54***	 .65**	 •49*
MC 5 Intensity	 .66****	 .61 *
MC 6 Mood	 .78****	 .80***	 77***
MC 7 Persistence	 •79****	 .82****
MC 8 Distractability 	 .65****	 .72****	 •57*
MC 9 Threshold	 .58***	 .41'	 73***
* p<.05 ** p<.O1	 p<.001	 pc.0001
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TABLE B7.40 CORRELATIONS BETWEEN TOTAL SCORE AND EACH
SUBSCALE SCORE OF ThE McDEVfl1-CAREY TEMPERAMENT QUESTIONNAIRE
- averaged scores for total sample and for E and C groups separately.
__________________________ ______________ Averaged Scores
Scale	 Whole group	 E group	 C group
____________________________ (n = 33boys) 	 (n = 1 6boys)	 (n = 1 7boys)
MC 1 Activity	 .78****	 .80***
MC 2 Rhythm	 •34*	 .29	 .39
MC 3 Approach/withdrawal 	 .41 *	 .34	 .48*
MC 4 Adaptability	 .63****	 .64**
MC 5 Intensity	 .13	 .16	 .14
MC 6 Mood	 75****	 .80***
MC 7 Persistence	 .66****	 73**
MC 8 Distractibility	 .41 *	 441	 .39
MC 9 Threshold	 .22	 .23	 .22
+ p< .1	 * p< .05 ** p< .01	 ** p< .01 *** p< .001	 **** p< .0001
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TABLE B7.42 TEMPERAMENT AT HOME AND PEER ACCEPTANCE AT SCHOOL -
AT FIRST AND SECOND ASSESSMENTS
Means, standard deviations, paired t-tests for McDevitt-Carey Questionnaire
and Pearson product moment correlations on pair-difference scores
FIRST ASSESSMENT (n = 18 pairs)	 ________________ ______ _______
E	 C
Mean	 (Sd)	 Mean	 (sd)	 t	 r
MC Diagnostic	 1.61	 (.92)	 1.83	 (1.29)	 -.59	 -.4O
MC Total	 30.22	 (3.15)	 30.44	 (3.19)	 -.18	 .37
MC 1 Activity	 4.01	 (.84)	 3.76	 (.78)	 .97	 .14
MC 2 Rhythm	 2.45	 (.67)	 2.48	 (.94)	 -.14	 -.08
MC 3 Approachlwithdrawal	 2.77	 (.76)	 2.89	 (.88)	 -.41	 .01
MC 4 Adaptability 	 2.70	 (.63)	 2.58	 (.64)	 .55	 .14
MC 5 Intensity	 4.27	 (.51)	 4.53	 (.73)	 -1.48	 .25
MC 6 Mood	 3.15	 (.79)	 3.07	 (.72)	 .26	 .52
MC 7 Persistence	 3.14	 (.86)	 3.00	 (.72)	 .5	 -.09
MC 8 Distractability	 3.93	 (.81)	 4.16	 (.72)	 -.83	 .42
MC 9 Threshold	 3.81	 (.66)	 3.96	 (.68)	 -.78	 .49k




(n = 1 6boys)	 (n = 1 7boys)	 t	 r
Mean	 (sd)	 Mean	 (Sd)	 (n = 15 pairs)
MC Diagnostic	 1.88	 (.96)	 1.82	 (1.01)	 -.33	 .36
MC Total	 30.09	 (3.39)	 29.64	 (2.78)	 -.12	 .11
MC 1 Activity	 3.93	 (.88)	 3.89	 (.65)	 -.37	 .11
MC 2 Rhythm	 2.57	 (.54)	 2.62	 (.82)	 -.9	 .29
MC 3 Approach/Withdraw	 2.83	 (.62)	 2.69	 (.76)	 .12	 .34
MC 4 Adaptability 	 2.71	 (.70)	 2.47	 (.62)	 .56	 .56k
MC 5 Intensity	 4.17	 (.47)	 4.46	 (.45)	 -1.33	 -.24
MC 6 Mood	 3.23	 (.91)	 3.20	 (.68)	 -.17	 .15
MC 7 Persistence	 3.09	 (.76)	 2.86	 (.71)	 .98	 .02
MC 8 Distractability	 3.65	 (.79)	 3.70	 (.72)	 -.1
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TABLE B7.45 BEHAR STRINGFIELD SCALE - TEMPORAL STABILITY
Correlations between scores at first assessment and second assessment for
total sample, and for E and C groups separately
Total sample	 E	 C
(n = 34 boys)
	
(n = 17 boys)
	
(n = 17 boys)
B-S Total	 .19	 .11	 .21
Problems
BSI Hostile-	 .48**	 .32	 .72***
aggressive
BS2 Anxious	 .28k	 .36	 .23
BS3 Hyperactive-	 -.12	 .01	 -.30
distractible
+ p<.10 * p<.05 ** p<.01	 p<.001
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TABLE B7.47 PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS AND PEER ACCEPTANCE
Means, sds, paired t-tests on the Behar-String field Questionnaire and Pearson product-
moment correlations on pa fr-difference scores at first and second assessment
E group	 C group
(n=18 boys)	 (n=18 boys)	 (n=l8prs)	 (n=18 prs)
FIRST ASSESSMENT	 m (Sd)	 m (Sd)	 t	 r
BS - total	 13.28 (9.01)	 9.22 (7.37)	 1.71	 .25
BS1 Hostile Aggression	 5.06 (5.27)	 2.94 (3.73)	 1.56	 .30
BS2 Anxious	 3.78 (3.06)	 3.53 (2.92)	 -.08	 -.09
BS3 Hyperactive	 2.67 (2.20)	 1.44 (1.69)	 1.73'	 .24
SECONDASSESSMENT __________ __________ ________ _________
______________________ (n=17 boys) (n=17 boys) (n=16 prs) (n=16 prs)
BS - total	 13.29 (7.07) 9.35 (5.3)	 1.68	 .58*
BS1 Hostile Aggression	 5.06 (4.01) 3.12 (3.02)	 1.35	 .54
BS2 Anxious	 4.47 (2.81) 2.94 (2.02)	 1.80	 .15




TABLE B7.48 TEMPORAL STABILITY OF PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS AT
HOME
Pearson product-moment correlations between first and second assessments
for total sample and for E and C groups
Total sample	 E group	 C group
Parent Identified Problems	 (n = 34 boys)	 (n=1 7 boys)	 (n=1 7 boys)
Number	 - 0.06	 - .34	 .15
Severity	 0.01	 - .17	 .33
Number and severity	 - .005	 - .27	 .30
Systematic Questioning
Somatic Pains	 .30k	 .38	 .30
Biological functions	 .82****	 .85****
Activity	 59***	 .60**
Panics	 .63****	 .40k	 79***
Mood	 55***	 -.01
Fears	 .62****	 .43'	 .76***
Rituals	 35*	 .48*	 .25
Tantrums	 47**	 .47+	 .43'
Speech and language	 .70****	 .89****	 .52
Total score 1 (sum of scores)	 .68****	 53*	 .82****
Total score 2 (equal weighting) 	 .56***	 .47'	 .68**
Total score 3 (4 problems)	 .61	 .44'	 79***
+ p<.10 * p<.05 ** p<.01	 p<.00l	 p<.000l
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TABLE B7.49 ASSOCIATION BETWEEN TYPES OF PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS AT
HOME
Pearson product-moment correlations for averaged scores for the total sample
and for the E and C groups separately.

















-.15	 .14	 .51	 34*
.36*	
-.24	 44**	 .26	 .05	 -
.12	 .21	 .09	 -.07	 -.02	 -.17
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TABLE B7.49 contd..
b) E Group (n = 17 boys)
	Somatic Biol.	 Act	 Habit	 Mood Fear	 Ritual	 Tantrum
Somatic pains	 -
Biological	 .4	 -
Activity	 -.05	 .12	 -
Habits	 .24	 57*	 .19	 -
Mood	 .12	 -.02	 -.04	 -.05	 -
Fears	 .04	 -.14	 .5&*	 -.05	 .28	 -
Rituals	 -.02	 .06	 -.004	 -.04	 .24	 -.37	 -
Tantrums	 -.25	 -.32	 .34	 •35	 •74	 49*	 .19
Speech	 .16	 -.27	 .17	 .23	 -.25	 -.06	 -.07	 -.27
c) C Group (n = 3l7boys)
	Somatic BioL	 Act.	 Habit Mood Fear	 Ritual	 Tantrum
Somatic pains	 -
Biological	 -.30	 -
Activity	 -.4T	 .35	 -
Habits	 -.03	 -.11	 -.002	 -
Mood	 -.26	 .30	 -.19	 .11	 -
Fears	 .31	 -.14	 -.14	 .24	 .50*	 -
Rituals	 .01	 -.16	 -.25	 .28	 .63	 .77"	 -
Tantrums	 -.07	 55*	 AT	 -.22	 .37	 .07	 .04
Speech	 -.46	 .29	 .07	 .22	 .33	 -.10	 -.03	 .10
+ p<.1O * p<05	 p<.Ol ** p<.00l	 P<.0001
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TABLE B7.50 ASSOCIATION BETWEEN EACH PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEM AREA
AND TOTAL PROBLEM SCORE
Pearson product-moment correlations on averaged scores for total
sample and for E and C groups separately
Total sample	 E group	 C group
___________ (n = 34 boys) _____________ (n = l7boys) (n=l7boys)
Total 1	 Total 2	 Total 3	 Total 1	 Total 1
Problem	 (sum)	 (weight sum) (4 scales)	 (sum)	 (sum)
Somatic	 .09	 .20	 -.10	 .33	 -.09
Biological	 .52	 33	 .03	 .56	 .50
Activity	 .41	 .36*	 .09	 .64"	 .22
Habits	 .38*	 .23	 -.01	 .43k	 .36
Mood	 .65****	 .7O**	 .87****	 .51*	 74****
Fears	 .65""	 .63****	 .61**	 59**	 70**
Rituals	 .38*	 47**	 59***	 .09
Tantrums	 •44**	 .63""	 .72****	 .44+	 .52*






Total 3	 .72""	 .85****	 -	 55*	 .91""
+ p< /10 *	 * p<01 " p<.001 "" p<.00l
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TABLE B7.53 PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS AT HOME AND PEER ACCEPTANCE
AT SCHOOL
Means, standard deviations, paired t-tests and Pearson product-moment correlations on
pair-difference scores at first and second assessment
FIRST ASSESSMENT
E	 C	 t	 r
Parental concerns	 (n=l8boys)	 (n=l8boys)	 (n=l8prs)	 (n=l8prs)
__________________ m (sd)	 m (sd) ________ ________
No. of diffics(P249)	 .72 (.67)	 .67 (.84)	 .22	 .15
Degree of diffic.(P250)	 1.12 (.99)	 .72 (.83)	 1.24	 .25
No. & degree of diffic(PAR2PS) 	 1.78 (1.56)	 1.39 (1.61)	 0.82	 .23
Systematicquestioning	 _______________ _____________ ___________ ____________
Somatic pains (P252)	 .17 (.38)	 .28 (.58)	 -.62
Biological frs. (P20)	 4.28 (2.19)	 4.17 (2.36)	 -.11	 -.14
Activity,concen.(P2A)	 1.11 (1.49)	 .78 (1.17)	 .88	 .06
Habits (P2H)	 1.28 (.90)	 .83 (1.25)	 1.12	 .09
Mood (P2M)	 3.83 (1.34)	 3.94 (1.35)	 -.27	 .56
Fears (P3F)	 2.17 (1.95)	 2.91 (2.5)	 -.93	 -.09
Rituals (P3R)	 0.39 (.50)	 .78 (.88)	 -1 .80k	.04
Tantrums (P3T)	 1.5 (1.38)	 .94 (.80)	 1.53	 .01
Language/speech (P3L) 	 .33 (.69)	 .33 (.49)	 -.27	 .08
Language/speech -past (P3LP)	 .56 (.86)	 .67 (.84)	 -.38	 .29
Total problems 1 (sum)(2Z) 	 14.72 (4.85)	 14.33 (5.5)	 .20	 .09
Total problems 2 (equal	 3.62 (1.26)	 3.53 (1.25)	 .28	 -.04
weighting) (2ZZ)




E	 C	 t	 r
Parental concerns	 (n=l6boys)	 (n=l6boys)	 (n=16 prs)	 (n=16 prs)
_________ m(sd)	 m(sd) ____ ____
No. of diffics(P249)	 .47	 (.72)	 .77	 (.75)	 -1	 .96k	-.01
Degree of diffic.(P250)	 .65	 (1.0)	 1.06	 (1.00)	 -1.19k	 -.03
No. & degree of
	 1.12	 (1.69)	 1.82	 (1.67)	 -1.98	 -.02
diffic(PAR2PS)	 _______ _______ ______ _______ ____________ ____________
Systematicquestioning	 _______ _______ ______ _______ ___________ ____________
Somatic pains (P252)
	 .29	 (.47)	 0.18	 (.39)	 .44	 .14
Biological frs. (P2D)
	 3.71	 (2.34)	 3.53	 (1.7)	 -1.00	 .03
Activity,concen.(P2A) 	 0.47	 (.80)	 .65	 (1.11)	 - .75	 -.16
Habits (p2H)
	 .88	 (1.11)	 1.00	 (1.5)	 - .37	 .22
Mood (P2M)	 3.35	 (1.27)	 3.71	 (1.9)	 -1.14	 .03
Fears (P3F)
	 1.65	 (1.87)	 1.77	 (2.08)	 .10	 -.37
Rituals (P3R)
	 0.27	 (0.59)	 0.47	 (.51)	 - .82	 .28
Tantrums (P3T)
	 1.06	 (1.09)	 .88	 (.70)	 .20	 .10
Language/speech (P3L)
	 0.24	 (.56)	 .41	 (.462)	 - .88	 -.19
Total problems 1(sum)(2Z) 	 11.71	 (4.93)	 12.88	 (4.9)	 - .96	 -.02
Total problems 2(equal 	 2.93	 (1.4)	 3.0	 (1.24)	 - .85	 .14
weighting) (2ZZ)




TABLE B7.56 ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN REACH AND BEHAR-STRINGFIELD
SUBSCALES AND WEIR-DUVEEN SCALE
Pearson product-moment correlations on pair-difference averaged scores.
REACH
Behar Stringfleld	 Ri Task orient. R2 Pers. social 	 R3 Reactivity W&r-Duveen
BS1 (Hostile-aggressive)	 .60*	 .14	 -.50'	 -.45
BS2 (Anxious)	 .25	 -.70"	 -.27	 -.26
BS3 (Hyperactive-distractible) 	 .76***	 .09	 -.36	 -.31
WeIr-Duveen (prosocial)	 .001	 .49'	 -.44	 -
** p< .01	 * p<.05 + p< .1
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TABLE B7.57 ASSOCIATION BETWEEN DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF EMOTION
Pearson product-moment correlations on averaged data for total
sample and E and C groups separately
Total samplo (n=S4boys)	 Expression	 Clarity	 Affectionate	 Clingy	 Feelings
Main expression (TX77) 	 -
Clarity (TX76)	 .14	 -
Affectionate (FOND)	 .11	 .25	 -
Clingy (CLIN)	 .50	 -.39	 -.33+	 -
Feelings (FEEL)	 .96	 .27	 .10	 .46
Emotion (EMOT)	 •93**	 .25	 •34*	 .45
EGroup (n=1 7boys) 	 _____________ ________ ___________ _________ _________
Clarity (TX76)	 .05	 -
Affectionate (FOND)	 -.25	 .22	 -
Clingy (CLIN)	 .63**	 -.42k	 55*	 -
Feelings (FEEL)	 .98	 .01	 -.31	 .6T*
Emotion (EMOT)	 •97	 -.01	 -.16	 .68
CGroup (n = 17 boys)	 ____________ _______ __________ ________ ________
Clarity (TX76)	 .06	 -
Affectionate (FOND)	 .01	 .20	 -
Clingy (CLIN)	 .61**	 -.37	 -.25	 -
Feelings (FEEL)	 .89**	 •49	 .07	 .37
Emotion (EMOT)	 .85**	 .40	 .44k	 .40
p.10 *p Ø5 ** p.01	 p.0001 ****po001
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TABLE B7.58 STABILITY OF EMOTIONAL EXPRESSION
Pearson product-moment correlations between first and second assessments for total
sample, and for E and C groups separately
Total Sample	 E group	 C group
_________________________ (n=34 boys) 	 (n=1 7boys)	 (n=1 7boys)
Expression (TX77)	 •39*	 .31	 .18
Clarity (TX76)	 -.02	 .07	 -.12
Affectionate (FOND)	 _____________	 .30	 •49*
Clingy (CLIN)	 .29k	 .37	 .25
Feelings (FEEL)	 .33k	 .23	 .26
Emotion (EMOT)	 34*	 .25	 .17
+ p<.10 * p<.05 ** p<.01
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TABLE B7.60 EMOTIONAL EXPRESSION AND PEER ACCEPTANCE
Means, standard deviations, paired t-tests and Pearson product-moment correlations
for first and second assessment data
E	 C
________________________ (n=l8boys)
	 (n=l8boys)	 t	 r
FIRST ASSESSMENT	 mean (sd)	 mean (Sd)	 (n=l8prs)	 (n=l8prs)
Expression (TX77)	 .44 (2.26)	 2.06 (1.73)	 -2.53	 -0.36
Clarity (TX76)	 2.94 (1.0)	 3.28 (1.02)	 -0.92	 - .4O
Affectionate (FOND)	 .67 (1.65)	 2.78 (3.00)	 3.19**	 - .05
Clingy (CLING)	 -1.22 (1.67)	 -1.22 (1.7)	 0.0	 .03
Feelings (FEEL)	 2.17 (7.03)	 6.39 (6.79)	 -2.05k	 - .33
Emotion (EMOT)	 1.61 (7.51)	 7.94 (8.86)	 2.69*	 - .30
SECOND ASSESSMENT	 (n=l7boys)	 (n=l7boys)	 (n=l6prs)	 (n=l6prs)
Expression (TX77)	 0.77 (2.49)	 2.77 (.44)	 -3.60	 .13
Clarity (TX76)	 3.18 (1.0)	 3.24 (1.25)	 0.0	 - .64
Affectionate (FOND)	 1.24 (1.89)	 2.12 (2.67)	 -1.39	 .40
Clingy (CLIN)	 -0.53 (.94)	 -0.47 (1.28)	 -0.37	 .04
Feeling (FEEL)	 1.88 (8.28)	 9.06 (3.93)	 2.81**	 - .11
Emotions (EMOT)	 2.59 (8.8)	 10.71 (5.10)	 2.85**	 - .01
+ p<.1O * p<.05 ** p<.O1
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TABLE B7.62 STABILITY OF PLAY AT HOME
Pearson product-moment correlations between first and second
assessments for total sample and for E and C groups separately
Total	 E	 C
________________________________ (n=34boys) 	 (n=1 7boys)	 (n=1 7boys)
Indoor play (P3P)	 .26	 .48*	 -.05
Outdoor play (P3PO)	 .19	 .30	 .03
All play (PAR3P)	 .17	 .31	 -.11
Independent Play (PAR338) 	 .48**	 .00	 •49*
Interest in playing with others 	 •59***	 .71	 •55*
(PAR339)	 ___________ ____________ ____________
Social play (composite)(PAR3S) 	 .64****	 .68**	 .64**
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TABLE B7.66 STABILITY OF SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR AND FRIENDSHIP
Pearson product-moment correlations between first and second assessments
for the total sample and for E and C groups separately
Total sample	 E	 C
____________________________ 	 (n=34boys)	 (n=1 7boys)	 (n=1 7boys)
Social behaviour (TEA7)	 .64****	 .62**	 .56*
Time with children (TEA22) 	 .71	 .69**	 .67**
Sex of playmates (TEAl 4) 	 .36*	 .14	 .60**
Range of groups (WHOP)	 .29k	 .23	 .26
Hovers - children (TEAl 3) 	 -.18	 -.30	 •54*
Range of play (PLAY)	 .11	 .30	 .04
Leadership (TEA36)	 •37*	 53*	 .17
Has a friend (NOFR)	 .48*	 .41k	 .30
Close friends (TEA23)	 .28	 .05	 .42k
Friendship (FRIEND)	 •35*	 .21	 .35
Liked (TEA49)	 .29k	 .13	 .10
SociabIlity (TSOC)	 •55***	 .38	 .63**
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TABLE B7.70 SOCIABILITY AND PEER ACCEPTANCE AT SCHOOL
Means, standard deviations, t-tests and Pearson product-moment
correlations on paired data at first and second assessments
FIRST ASSESSMENT
E	 C	 t	 r
(n=1 8boys)	 (n=1 8boys)
	
m	 (Sd)	 m	 (sd)	 (I1=18Prs)	 (n=l8prs)
Social behaviour (TEA7)	 3.39	 (2.06)	 4.72	 (2.16)	 -2.11 *	 43
Time with children (TEA22) 	 3.39	 (1.58)	 3.94	 (1.51)	 -1.40	 -.15
Sex of playmates (TEA14) 	 3.50	 (1.42)	 3.56	 (1.29)	 - .13	 .08
Range of groups (WHOP)	 3.28	 (1.49)	 4.11	 (1.28)	 -2.05k	 .16
Hovers (TEAl 3)	 0.56	 (.78)	 0.06	 (.24)	 3.00'	 -.02
Range of play (PLAY)	 2.94	 (1.77)	 3.67	 (1.53)	 -1.58	 .32
Leadership (TEA36)	 3.22	 (2.29)	 3.72	 (1.74)	 - .71	 .06
Has no friend (TEA37INOFR)	 0.44	 (.51)	 0.78	 (.43)	 -2.38	 .19
Best friends (TEA23) 	 0.94	 (1.0)	 1.17	 (1.04)	 -.70	 .19
Friendship (FRIEND)	 1.39	 (1.24)	 1.94	 (1.21)	 -1.46	 .08
Uked (TEA49)	 4.50	 (1.54)	 5.50	 (.52)	 3.22	 -.4T
Sociability (TSOC)	 1.38	 (.92)	 1.99	 (.73)	 -2.72	 -.15
SECOND ASSESSMENT	 (n=17 boys)	 (n=17 boys)	 (n=16 prs)	 (n=16 prs)
Social behaviour (TEA7)	 3.41	 (2.18)	 5.0	 (2.21)	 -2.14	 .14
Time with children (TEA22) 	 3.29	 (1.53)	 4.41	 (1.18)	 2.22*	 .12
Sex of playmates (TEAl 4) 	 4.24	 (.75)	 3.77	 (.97)	 1.20	 -.24
Range of groups (WHOP)	 2.71	 (.92)	 3.06	 (.9)	 -1.26	 -.46k
Hovers round children (TEAl 3) 	 0.29	 (.69)	 0.18	 (.39)	 .56	 •53*
Range of play, activities (PLAY) 3.94
	 (1.25)	 3.41	 (1.54)	 1.43	 -.001
Leadership (TEA36)	 3.65	 (2.12)	 3.65	 (2.18)	 -0.09	 -.14
Has no friend (TEA37/NOFR)	 .47	 (.51)	 .81	 (.40)	 -3.06	 .06
Best friends (TEA23) 	 .59	 (.80)	 1.06	 (1.09)	 -1.1	 .06
Friendship (FRIEND)	 1.06	 (1.09)	 1.94	 (1.24)	 2.71*	 .02
Liked by children (TEA49)	 4.41	 (1.77)	 5.71	 (.77)	 2.51	 -.29




TABLE B7.71 SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR AND PEER ACCEPTANCE AT SCHOOL
Pearson product-moment correlations on averaged scores (actual scores)
for total sample and E and C groups separately
	Total	 E Group	 C Group
Sample
___________________________ (n = 34) (n = 17)	 (n = 17)
Social behaviour (TEA7)	 -.30k	 .02	 -.09
Time with children (TEA22) 	 -.23	 .22	 -.21
Sex of playmates (TEAl 4)	 -.03	 -.22	 -.11
Range of groups (WHOP)	 -.3O	 -.21	 .04
Hovers (TEAl 3)	 43**	 .08	 57*
Range of play (PLAY) 	 -.24	 -.12	 _________
Leadership (TEA36)	 -.19	 -.16	 -.26
Has a friend (TEA37/NOFR)	 •35*	 .03	 -.23
Best friends (TEA23) 	 -.07	 .20	 .10
Friendship (FRIEND)	 -.20	 .16	 .01
Liked (TEA49)	 57***	 .33	 -.34
Sociability (TSOC)	 •34*	 .07	 -.17
+ p<.10 * p<.05 ** p<.Ol	 p<.001
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TABLE B7.72 STABILITY OF PEER CONFLICT AT SCHOOL
Pearson product-moment correlations for total sample,
and for E and C groups separately
Total Sample	 E Group	 C Group
___________________________ (n = 34boys)
	 (n = l7boys) (n = l7boys)
Fight (TEA 38-42)	 .60***	 .52*	 .71
Argue (TEA 43-47)
	 33+	 53*	 .10
Picks, bullies (PICKS)
	 .30k	 .30	 .39
Tells tales (TALES)	 .36*	 .30	 .51 *
Resp to provocation (RPROV)	 .21	 .06	 .26
Is teased, bullied (BULLIED)	 .24	 .32	 .02
Fight and argue (FIARG) 	 •59***	 .56*	 .63**
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TABLE B7.75 PEER CONFLICT AND PEER ACCEPTANCE
Means, standard deviations, paired f-tests and Pearson
product-moment correlations on paIr-dIfference scores
FIRST ASSESSMENT
E	 C	 t	 r
	
(n=1 8boys)	 (n=1 8boys)
m	 (Sd)	 m	 (sd)	 (n=18 pairs)
Fights (TEA38-48)	 7.17	 (5.19)	 4.33	 (4.31)	 1.93	 .07
Arguments (TEA43-47) 	 6.39	 (5.03)	 4.94	 (4.18)	 .81	 .07
Fights & Argues (FIARG)
	
13.56	 (9.59)	 9.28	 (7.86)	 1.38	 -.01
Picks on, bullies (PICKS) 	 539	 (6.22)	 3.22	 (5.42)	 1.03	 .27
Tells Tales (TALES)
	 528	 (4.44)	 4.89	 (3.64)	 .28	 .19
Response to prov (TEA48)	 3.78	 (1.77)	 3.11	 (1.71)	 1.2	 .05
Response to prov (RPROV)	 3.06	 (1.35)	 2.39	 (1.42)	 1.37	 .03
Teased, bullied (BULLIED)
	 2.5	 (4.49)	 1.11	 (2.61)	 1.03	 •55*
Resp. prov bullied (RPBUD)	 5.56	 (5.51)	 3.5	 (3.1)	 1.27
Conflict (CONF	 18.94	 (14.58)	 12.5	 (11.8)	 1.35	 .12
AggressIon (AGGR)
	 12.56	 (10.66)	 7.56	 (8.10)	 1.52	 .20
SECOND ASSESSMENT
E	 C	 t	 r
	
(n=17 boys)	 (n=17 boys)	 (n=l6prs)
____________________________ m
	
(Sd)	 m	 (sd)	 _______ ________
Fights (TEA38-42)	 4.47	 (4.46)	 3.94	 (4.41)	 .15	 .44
Arguments (TEA43-47)	 7.41	 (2.43)	 7.18	 (2.48)	 .43	 .04
Fights & Argues (FIARG)	 11.88	 (6.36)	 11.12	 (4.96)	 .31	 .32
Picks on, bullies (PICKS)
	 1.88	 (3.76)	 2.65	 (4.09)	 -.53	 .17
Tells Tales (TALES)
	 4.94	 (3.9)	 6.12	 (3.31)	 -.85	 -.22
Response to prov (TEA48)	 3.59	 (1.66)	 2.53	 (2.13)	 1.59	 .31
Response to prov (RPROV) 	 2.82	 (1.42)	 2.24	 (1.68)	 1.01	 .19
Teased, bullied (BUWED)
	 2.41	 (3.52)	 1.65	 (2.69)	 0.98	 .29
Resp provlbullied (RPBUD)
	 5.24	 (3.75)	 3.88	 (3.62)	 1.19	 .31
ConflIct (CONF)	 13.77	 (9.52)	 13.77	 (8.27)	 -0.08	 .27
AggressIon (AGGR)




TABLE 7.76 PEER CONFLICT AND PEER ACCEPTANCE AT SCHOOL
Pearson product-moment correlations on actual averaged scores
Total	 E	 C
_________________________ (n34boys)	 (n=17 boys)
	
(n=17 boys)
Fight	 33+	 .22	 .37
Argues	 .19	 .06	 .32
Fight, Argue
	 .30k	 .16	 .39
Picks, bullies	 .31'	 .26	 .43k
Tells tales	 -.12	 -.15	 -.12
Resp. to prov. (RPROV)	 .27	 .11	 .10
Is teased, bullied (BULLIED) 	 35*	 .39	 .17
R prov and bullied (RPBUD)	 .38*	 .37	 .18
ConflIct	 .32k	 .21	 .44
AggressIon	 35*	 .25	 .44k
+ p <10 * p <.05 ** p <.01 *** p <.001
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TABLE B7.78 ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN ASPECTS OF SOCIAL
RELATIONSHIPS AT SCHOOL
Pearson Product-moment correlations on averaged scores for total sample
and E and C groups separately
Sociability	 J Leads	 Aggm.




Aggression (AGGR)	 .08	 .22
Feelings (FEEL)	 .42**	 .32k




(C) C Group	 _____________ _________ ________
Leadership	 .61 **
Aggression	 .07	 .10
Feelings	 .35	 .46k	 .35
+ p<1c	 * pc05	 ** p<.001	 p'z.0001
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TABLE B7.79 STABILITY IN PEER CONTACT AND RELATiONSHIPS AT HOME
Pearson Product-moment correlations between first and second
assessments for the whole group and for E and C groups separately
Whole group	 E	 C
__________________________________________ (n=34boys) 	 (n=1 7boys)	 (n=1 7boys)
(a) Settings	 _____________ ____________ _____________
Casual settings (PAR9O7)
	 .43	 -.09
Playgroups, clubs (PAR9O8)	 .63*	 I .00"	 .20
Neighbourhood (PAR9O9)	 .70***	 .82****	 •58
Family visits (PAR91O) 	 •74****
Visiting (PAR91)	 .70**	 .81
Total contact with children (PAR9C)	 .51	 .63	 .48k
Total in neighbourhood visits (PAR9D)
	
.72****	 .76***
Parties (PX1 1 P)	 73****	 .76
(b) Child & parent attitudes
Interest in children (PAR915)
	
.72****	 .76***
When interest in children began (PAR91 5) 	 •99****	 1
Enjoyment of parties (PAl 1 E) 	 .38	 -.02	 .48
Stands up for self (PAl 134) 	 .58***	 .78***
Parents' attitude to assertion (PAl 133) 	 •59***	 .72***	 .43+




(c) Contact In neighbourhood casual
settings	 (n=1 8boys)	 (n=1 1 boys)	 (n=7 boys)
Age of children (PY91 6)
	 .62	 .35	 .73+
Sex of children (PAR917)
	 .67'	 .62*	 -








Amount of play (PAR9P) 	 .34	 .41	 .00
Mischeviousldestructive (PAR922)
	 .35	 .49	 -
Fights/squabbles	 •79****	 .65	 1 .0'
Mischief & fights/sq.(P9MS)	 .68	 .60






















































TABLE B7.82 ASSOCIATION BETWEEN PARENTAL Ar11TUDE TO PEER CONTACT
(AVERAGED SCORES) AND MEASURES OF CHILD INTEREST AND CONTACT
Pearson product-moment correlations on actual scores
Whole group	 E	 C
_________________________	 (n=34boys)	 (n=1 7boys)	 jjn=1 7boys)
Past experience (1st assessment scores)
	 ____________ _____________
C interest began (PAR1 113) 	 •44**	 47+	 •47+
Contact began (PAR1 114)	 37*	 .61 **	 .09
Social contact (P11C)	 .23	 .21	 .27
Child Care contact	 .18	 .26	 -.04
Present experiences (averaged scores)	 ____________ _____________
C Interest (PAR915)	 .10	 .21	 -.09
Range of contact (P9C)	 •43**	 .39	 57*
No. of friends	 .58***	 .67**	 .46k
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TABLE B7.85 STABILITY IN FRIENDSHIPS AT HOME
Correlations between first and second assessments for
the whole group and for E and C groups separately
Total	 E	 C
Number of friends	 (n=34boys)	 (n=l7boys)	 (n=l7boys)
Friends (PY9F)	 .83****	 .87*	 .77
No. of friends (PX9F)	 .84*	 .88
No. of friends incl.>5(PZ9F) 	 .85****	 .87****
Proportion who are best friends (PX9B)
	 .65	 .60*
For boys with friends:	 (n=29boys)	 (n=1 4 boys)	 (n=1 5boys)
(a) Ag. of friends
Proportion younger (RAGY) 	 .39	 .49	 .31





(b) Sex of friends
No. of boys (NSEXO)	 .86*	 .90*
No. of girls (NSEX1)	 .64*	 .71**	 53*










	 -.21	 -.01	 -.33
(c) Duration of friendship, and frequency of contact
Proportion known longer than 6-
	 -.18	 -.16	 -.22
1 2ms.(PKNOWX)
Play - average amount, range (PAR9PX)
	 .18	 .36	 .14














Proportion children known long and sees
	 .19	 .28	 .11
often (PFRL)
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(d) How gets on with friends
No. children whose company c enjoys
	 .81 ****	 .82*	 .81
(N LI KX)
Proportion children whose company C
	 .01	 .03	 -.01
enjoys (PLIKX)
No. who do not get on well (NWELX)	 .16	 .25	 .09
Proportion don't get on well, & bad 	 .11	 .15	 .07
influence (PWELX)
No. who do get on well (NWELY)
	 .81	 .82****
Proportion C does get on welVfairly well 	 .11	 .15	 .07
with(PWELY) (1,2)	 ______________ ________________ ______________
(e) Where meets friends
No. visit each other (NWHE2)
	
.78****	 .84**




Proportion meet in neighbourhood 	 •59***	 •54*
(PWHEO)	 ____________ _____________ ____________
Proportion joint agreement (PLEAD2)
	 .41 •
	 .26	 .54
(f) Conflict in friendship	 ______________ ________________ ______________
No. fight'squabble (NFIX)
	 .26	 .26	 .27
Proportion fight/squabble (PFIX) 	 -.08	 -.07	 -.09
Average fight/squabble per child (FISQX)
	 .03	 .11	 -.12
No. resolved by parental intervention 	 .36*	 .62**	 -.22
(RESX)
Proportion resoved by parental intervention 	 .12	 .41	 -.30
(PRESA)
(g) Size of friendship group
	 _____________ _______________ _____________
Proportion play as pair (PGPX)
	 .32	 .27	 .38
Proportion play as group (PGPX)
	 .32k	 .27	 .38
No. play well in group (GPFO)
	 .38	 .36	 .40
No. don't play well as group (GPA)
	 -.10	 -.16	 -.04
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TABLE B7.91 PAST AND PRESENT INTEREST AND CONTACT WITH PEERS
Pearson product-moment correlations
(a) Past interest and contact
Pearson product-moment correlations on first assessment scores (n=36boys)
	 ____________
Interest began Contact began Past social
	 Past
contact	 childcare
Interest began (PAR1 113)
	 -
Contact began (PAR1 114)
	 .45	 -
Past contact (PAR1 1 C)
	 .21	 .15	 -
Past childcare (PAR1 1 D)
	 .09	 .08	 -.13	 -
Playgroup (PAR1 119) 	 -.21	 -.13	 •79*	 -.18
(b) AssociatIons between past and present interest and contact
Pearson product-moment correlations (n=34boys)
Present (averaged scores)
Past	 interest	 Contact	 No.of friends (PX9F)
__________________________ (PAR91 5) 	 (PAR9C)	 ________________________
Interest began	 .52**	 .25	 .54
Contact began	 .00	 .24
Past social contact
	 .15	 -.15	 .31k
Past childcare	 -.06	 .06	 .08
(c) Present interest, contact and friendships.




No. of friends	 .14	 .11
+ p<.1O * p<.05 ** p< .01 **** p<.001
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TABLE B7.92 STABILITY OF ASPECTS OF RELATIONSHIP WITh MOThER
Pearson product-moment correlations between first and second assessments for total
sample, and E and C groups separately
Total sample	 E group	 C group
____________________________ (n=34 boys)
	 (n=1 7boys)	 (n=1 7boys)
Play-indoor (PAR3M) 	 .31 +	 .32	 .30
Activities-out (PAR3MO)	 .11	 .25	 .64**
Total play (PX3M)	 .28	 .12	 .33
Time together (PAR362)	 •47**	 .31	 .63**
Time includes sibs (PAR363)	 .41*	 .08	 .64**





Complies (PAR625)	 .58***	 .58*
Warmth/ease (PAR6M)	 .58***	 .52*	 .65**










Control & effect(PX667) 	 •53***	 .45+




Parenting style (P6P)	 .61 ****	 •54*




TABLE B7.93 STABILITY OF ASPECTS OF RELATIONSHIP WITH FAThER
Pearson product-moment correlations between first and second assessments for total
sample and E and C groups separately
Total sample	 E group	 C group
_____________________________ (n=34boys)
	 (n=1 7boys)	 (n=1 7boys)
Play-indoor (PAR3D)	 .32k	 .25	 37
Play-out (PAR3DO)	 .22	 .22	 .21
Play-all (PX3D)	 .41*	 .42k	 .40'
Time together (PAR364)	 .31'	 -.11	 .48*
Time includes sibs. (PAR365)	 .86****	 .80***	 .91









Warmth/ease (PAR6D) 	 .72****	 73***	 _____________
Discipline (P6X)
	 .28	 .36	 .33
Consistency of Disc.(PAR646)
	 .61	 •55*
Irritability of control (PAR6O)
	 .25	 .18	 .24
Child/parent centred (PAR67O)
	 .81 ****	 .85****
Control & effect(PX671)	 .28	 .28	 .35











TABLE B7.94 TEMPORAL STABILITY OF FAMILY AND PARENTING STYLE
Pearson product moment correlations between first and second assessments








Joint play & activities (PX3MF)	 .38*	 .19	 .48*
Joint closeness (P6MD)	 .62****	 53*	 75***
Joint discipline (P6TX)	 .68****	 •79****	 .48*
Agreement over disc.(P6A)	 •53***	 •49*




Joint parentichild centred (P6K)
	
.82****	 .90****
Joint control/effect (PX6L) 	 .68****	 .69**	 .3O
Joint conflict (P6E)	 57***	 57*	 57***
Joint conflict resol.(P6F) 	 57*	 ____________
Joint parenting style (P6PQ)
	
.80****	 •79****
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TABLE B7.104 ASSOCIATION BETWEEN PARENTING STYLE OF MOThER AND
FATHER
Pearson product-moment correlations on averaged scores
Whole sample	 E	 C
______________________ (n=34boys)
	 (n=1 7boys)	 (n=1 7boys)
Play	 .38*	 .18	 .51*
Time together	 -.09	 -.12	 -.08
Time mci. sibs.	 .29 (n=32)	 -.16 (n=1 5)
	
•53*
Warmth/ease	 .21	 .16	 .31
Discipline	 53***	 .52*	 .48*
Consistency of disc.	 .15	 .21	 .02
trrit.& control





Control and effect	 .52**	 55*	 57*
Conflict in relationship 	 .32k	 .24
Conflict resolution	 .38*	 .67**	 .20
Parenting style	 •49**	 .61 **	 451




TABLE B7.107 STABIUTY OF PARENTS' SOCIABILITY AND HEALTH
Pearson product-moment correlations between first and second assessments
J Whole group 1	 E	 1	 C_____________________	 (n=34boys)	 J_(n=l7boys) j_(n17boys)
Mother
Sociability	 .92****	 85****
Social contacts	 .78****	 74***	 .81
Overall sociability 	 .85****	 79***	 .91
Psychological wellbeing	 .58***	 •73***	 •49*
Physical health	 .68****	 -.06	 .78***
Father
Sociability	 .84****	 .84****	 .88****
Social contacts	 .88****	 .85****	 1 .00****
Overall sociability 	 .87****	 .86****




* p<.05 ** p<.O1	 p<.0O1	 p<.0001
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TABLE B7.108 ASSOCIATION BETWEEN PARENTS' SOCIABILITY AND HEALTh
Pearson product-moment correlations on averaged scores for
whole group - (n = 34 boys)
Sociability J Social contacts Overall 	 Psychological




Overall sociability	 . 84****	 •95****	 -
Psychol. wellbeing	 -.04	 .08	 .04	 -




Overall sociability	 •59***	 .91 ****	 -
Psychol. wellbeing	 -.23	 -.11	 -.19	 -




TABLE B7.109 SIMILARITY BETWEEN MOTHER AND FATHER IN SOCIABILITY AND
HEALTh
Pearson product-moment correlations on averaged scores
Whole group	 E	 C	 q
(n-34boys)
	
	 (n=1 lboys)	 (n=1 7boys)	 Fisher z
transformed rs
_________________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ( rE - r)
Sociability_____________ _____________ 	 .14	 1.69**
Social contacts	 .60***	 .10	 1 73**
Overall sociability	 .14	 1 .69**
Psychological	 .24	 .28	 .21	 -
wellbeing_______________ _______________ _______________ ______________
Physical health	 .20	 -.16	 .33	 .50
** p<.O1	 p<.001	 p<.0001
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TABLE B7.113 STABILITY OF TEACHER-CHILD RELATIONSHIP VARIABLES
Pearson product-moment correlations between first and second assessment
Total sample E Group	 C Group
_________________________________ (n=34boys) 	 (n=1 7boys) (n=1 7boys)
Interest in Teacher (T62)	 .24	 .27	 -.07
Range of activities with Teacher	 .16	 .40	 -.09
(TEAACT)
Preference for child/adult (TEA67)	 .33+	 .27	 .45k





Relationship with Teacher (TEAR)
	
.27	 .43k	 -.24




TABLE B7.114 ASSOCIATION BETWEEN VARIABLES ON TEACHER-CHILD
RELATIONSHIP
Pearson product-moment correlations for averaged scores for total sample and E and C
groups separately
Interest	 Activities	 Prefer.	 T's react.	 Overall
TOTAL SAMPLE (n = 34 boys)	 _______ to C	 rein.
interest in Teacher (TEA62) 	 -
Range of Activities (TEAACT)	 .70****	 -
Preference for child/adult (TEA67) 	 .3O	 .29	 -
Teacher's reaction to child (TEA8O)	 .67****	 .43	 .27	 -
Overall Relationship with Teacher (TEAR) 	 •93****	 .82****	 33*	 .82****	 -
Affective relationship with Teacher (TREL) 	 .92****	 .63*m	.31k	 .91**
EGroup (n 17 boys)	 _______ _________ ______ ________ _______
Range of Activities (TEAACT) 	 .80****	 -
Preference for child/adult (TEAACT)
	 .29	 .41	 -
Teacher's reaction to child (TEA8O) 	 •74***	 55*	 .14	 -
Overall Relationship (TEAR) 	 •95****	 .87****	 .31	 .86****	 -




CGroup (n = 17 boys)	 _______ _________ _______ _________ ________
Range of Activities (TEAACT)
	 .46k	 -
Preference for child/adult (TEA67)	 .35	 .11	 -
Teacher's reaction to child (TEA8O) 	 .27	 .08	 •49*	 -
Overall Relationship (TEAR)
	 .81	 •74***	 .43+	 .60	 -
Affective Relationship (TREL)
	 .81	 .35	 .53k	 .78	 .88
+ p <10 * p <.05 ** p <.01 *** p <.001	 p <.0001
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TABLE B7.116 RELATiONSHIP WITh TEACHER AND PEER ACCEPTANCE
Means, standa,ii deviations, paired t-tests and Pearson product-moment
correlations on pair-difference scores at first and second assessments
FIRST ASSESSMENT
E	 C	 I	 r
(n=1 8boys)	 (n=1 8boys)	 (n=1 8prs)	 (n=1 8prs)
m(Sd)	 m	 (sd)	 ____________ _____________
Interest in Teacher (TEA62O
	 3.39 (1.33)	 4.17 (.99)	 -2.44
Range of Activities (TEAACT)	 2.39 (1.65)	 2.44 (1.58)	 -0.14	 -.46
Preference for adults children 	 2.89 (.96)	 3.06 (0.94)	 -0.53	 -12
(TEA67)	 __________ _________ _______ ________
Judgement of Teacher's	 1.67 (1.19)	 2.33 (.91)	 2.61*	 .39
reactionto child_(TEA8O)	 _______________ ______________ ___________ ____________
Overall Relatiortaship (TEAR)	 1.35 (.62)	 1.65 (.48)	 -2.18
Affective Relationship (TREC) 	 1.01	 (.43)	 1.30 (.31)	 3.15**
p<.10	 p<.05 **p<.01
SECOND ASSESSMENT
E	 C	 t	 r
(n=1 7boys)	 (n=1 7boys)	 (n=1 8prs)	 (n=1 6prs)
m(Sd)	 m (Sd)	 ____________ ____________
Interest in Teacher (TEA62O
	 3.29 (1.21)	 4.00 (.94)	 -1.9k	 -.001
Range of Activities (TEAACT)
	 1.29 (1.31)	 2.18 (1.29)	 -2.05k	 .15
Preference for adults children
	 3.06 (.97)	 2.94 (0.9)	 - .32	 -.08
(TEA67)	 ________________ ______________ ___________
Judgement of Teacher's
	 2.0	 (1.06)	 2.65 (.79)	 2.30*	 -.10
reactionto child (TEA8O)
	 ________________ ______________ ___________ ____________
Overall Relationaship (TEAR)
	 1.24 (.59)	 1.64 (.42)	 -2.40'	 -.02
Affective Relationship (TREC)
	 1.06 (.43)	 1.33 (.31)	 -2.22'	 -.05
4 p<.10 'p<.05 **p<O1
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TABLE B7.118 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS ON VARIABLES USED IN 'SUMMARY' OF
PROBLEMS
Means, standard deviations, median, first and third quartiles and 90 percentile scores
(n =34 boys)
Variable	 m	 sd	 Q1	 med	 03	 90%iIe
PEER ACCEPTANCE (STAT12) 	 13.5	 4.47	 10	 13.5	 16	 20
*10 (n = 36)	 105.08	 10.55	 92	 95.25	 106	 114.25
TEMPERAMENT (TEMP1) (n=33)
	
-6.8	 1.48	 -7.68	 -6.84	 -6.06	 -5.19
*TEMPERSCH (REACHT12)
	 7.72	 0.89	 8.29	 7.76	 7.16	 6.35
TEMP-HOME (MC1O12) (n=33)
	
3.61	 1.89	 2	 3	 4	 6
EMOTION-SCH (EMOTS)	 11.74	 13.91	 21	 15.5	 -2	 -6
PSY PROBLEMS (PROB)
	 4.25	 1.42	 3.33	 4.18	 4.97	 6.3
PSY PROB-SCH (BEHART12) 	 22.41	 11.35	 14	 19.5	 30	 36
PSY PROB-HOME (SPAR2PPZ)
	 4.39	 1.93	 3.13	 4.1	 5.4	 6.53
PROSOClALSCH (WEIR12)
	 32.18	 10.65	 40	 33	 26	 16
PEER SOCIABILITY-SCH (TSOCS)
	 3.35	 1.51	 4.57	 3.66	 2.19	 1
*LEADERSHIPSCH (TEA36i)
	 6.94	 3.35	 10	 7	 5	 3
AGGRESSION-SCH (AGGRS) 	 16.32	 15.21	 0	 12	 27	 37
*REL TEACHER (TTEARS)	 2.93	 0.89	 3.46	 3	 2.43	 1.49
SUM SOCIAL-SCH (SCHSOCX)
	 -7.44	 2.7	 -9.72	 -7.6	 -5.49	 -4.34
REL-MOTHER (AP6MA)
	 2.12	 1.00	 1.5	 1.86	 2.72	 3.89
REL-FATHER (AP6FA)	 1.32	 0.9	 0.73	 1.27	 1.85	 2.12
PARENT AGREE (AP6JP)
	 -0.26	 0.56	 -0.67	 -0.33	 0.13	 0.53
SUM PAR-CH REL (AP6J)
	 3.18	 1.91	 1.94	 2.94	 4.34	 6.12
Cs HEALTH (SPX1W)
	 2.32	 2.07	 1	 2	 4	 5
HOSPITAL CONTACT (SPX1H)
	 3.09	 2.48	 1	 2	 5	 6
REACT-HOSP (SPX1RH)
	 2.32	 3.91	 0	 2	 2	 6
SEPARATIONS (SPX2S) 	 11.06	 9.99	 2	 10	 16	 22
PREDOM RESP TO SEPN
(SPX2RP)(n=32)	 1.03	 2.47	 0	 0	 1	 4
LANG/SPEECH PROB (SPAR3L)
	 1.32	 1.74	 0	 0	 3	 4
*5OCIAL INTEREST AT HOME
(SPAR3S)	 6.62	 2.54	 8	 6	 4	 4
* ORIGINAL SCALES REVERSED - categorical scales consistent: no problem - problem
PROBLEM CATEGORY ALLOCATION based on Percentile Rank cut off scores
1 no problem - below median
2 mild problem - between median and 75%ile
3 moderate problem - between 75%ile and 90%ile
4 definite problem - above 90%ile
Data summarized further:
No problem/average: scores 1 and 2 (75%ile or less)
Problem	 : scores 3 and 4 (above 75%ile)
Ordinal position and sibship size (ZORDER):
4 only child
3 eldest child
2 younger in sibship of 2
1 other family size, (not eldest)
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APPENDIX CI SCREENING INSTRUMENTS AND PROCEDURE
Nursery classes and infant classes at second assessment were screened using (i) peer
sociometry, (ii) a teacher screening questionnaire on peer behaviour and other child
characteristics/problems.
The aims of classifying children on peer acceptance were:
(i) to classify all participating children in each class so that some aspects of peer
acceptance could be examined.
(ii) to select boys for further detailed study.




A rating form of sociometry is used. Each child is asked to make a judgement on a three
point scale about how much he/she likes to play with every other child in the class.
MaterIals:
Three boxes, each with an outline drawing of a face depicting either a happy, neutral or
unhappy expression.
Pictures of some common foods.
Individual portrait photographs of all participating children in the class.
Detailed instructions to child (attached).
Individual scoring sheet (attached).
Summary scoring sheet for class data (attached).
Procedure:
Sociometry is carried out individually with each participating child in a separate room or
screened off area of the classroom. The examiner establishes rapport with the child,
carries out tasks to ensure that the child understands the task and then proceeds to
sociometry.
Each concept is introduced separately and every attempt is made to ensure that the child
understands that concept and the task. First the child is shown the three boxes with the
outline faces. The expressions are described and the child is asked to identify each one.
Second, the child is shown pictures of food, one at a time, and asked to say whether
he/she likes to eat that food or not. If the child does like it, he/she is asked whether
he/she likes it a lot or a little. The child is asked to put the picture into the correct box to
indicate his/her preference. If the child understands these procedures, sociometry is
carried out. Every effort is made to teach a child the task, but if the child clearly fails to
understand it, his/her sociometric judgements are not included.
In the sociometric task the child is shown one photograph of a classmate at a time (in
random order) and asked to identify the child. If the examiner is sure that he/she knows
the child in the photograph, the child is asked to place the photo in the correct box to
indicate how much he/she likes to play with that child. If the child does not know the
photographed child either by sight or by name, this is noted on the scoring sheet
(attached).
Participating children who are unable to understand the sociometric task or who refuse to
do it are omitted from the list of raters, but are kept in the list of ratees.
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The examiner circles the child's response to each child rated on the individual scoring
sheet.
Scoring:
Scores are allocated as follows for each child's rating of every child:
1 = Don't like to play with
2 = Likes to play with ... a little
3 = Likes to play with ... a lot
Each child's rating of classmates is transferred to a scoring sheet for the whole class
(attached) so that the ratings received by each child can be calculated. The number of
points that each child receives is summed to give a sociometric score received. Class
means and standard deviations are calculated.
For comparison across classes, z scores are calculated.
The overall score received indicates the child's degree of popularity; low scores indicate




We are going to play a game.
Here are three boxes - this one has a smiley happy face (point ), this one
has a frowney/cross face (point) and. this one in the middle has a face that is
not frowney or smiley but something in between (point).
]ow. can you show me the happy/cross/in between face? (repeat question for each face)
Good, now, here are some pictures of different things to eat. Do you know what
this is?
(shou picture one)
(If child names food): good
(Ii' child unable to name food): its________
Do you like to eat this food.?
The smiley/'happy face shows you like to eat it a lot.
The frowney/cross face shows you
	 t like to eat it at all and. the ord.inaiy
face in the middle means you don't really mind if you eat it or not - its nothing vez
special/nice, and its not vexy bad.
1ow which box shows how much you like to eat this food - which is the right box?
(Repeat instructions if necessazy)
(Repeat for several pictures)
iTow here are some more pictures. This time they are all children in your
class. You are here too - can you find your picture?
(Spread cards out so child can see, or go through them individually, then gather
cards into random order pile).
ITow, let's take one of the other pictures.
Do you know wiD he/she is?
that is his/tier name?
How much do you like to play with him/er - can you put the picture in the
right box just like you did before, to show how much you like to play with him/her.
(Repeat instructions about faces if child seems to hesitate).
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School: ____________________	 Clasz &.x./p.=./Ful1	 Date: _______________
5ociOretr)9 Individual ciild's Choice5
Nare o Child rating ____________________	 sex )!/F







APPENDIX C1.2 Teacher Questionnaire
Aims:
1. To obtain background information on all children participating in the study.
2. To obtain teacher judgements about observable peer related behaviour that seems
problematic.
Procedure:
After an initial visit to explain the project in detail, and after parental permission has been
obtained, class teachers are requested to complete the questionnaire for each child in the
class who has parental permission to participate. Unless the teacher knows the child very
well, she is asked to observe the child for a week before completing the questionnaire.
Teachers are encouraged to confer with their assistants. The teacher questionnaire and
class sociometry are completed within the same two-week period.
The questionnaire:
The questionnaire comprises 12 items.
Items 1-6 concern non-social child characteristics of attendance, physical appearance,
general ability, motor ability, concentration and speech and language. These non- social
characteristics may relate to peer acceptance and are intended to screen for children who
show difficulties in these areas.
Items 7-12 aim to identify problems in peer interaction and behaviour.
For each item, teachers make judgements on a 3-point rating scale: rating of 1 indicates
no problem, rating of 2 indicates average competence and rating of 3 indicates definite
problems.
The questionnaire is attached at the end of this section.
Scoring and Interpretation:
Non-social characteristics (items 1-6): children obtaining a rating of 3 (poor) on any of
these items are regarded as having a problem in this area. In addition, the number of 3
ratings obtained on the four items 3-6 is summed to give a score indicating severity of
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cognitive difficulties.
Peer social behaviour: On the basis of teacher ratings to items 7-12, children are
classified into one of five categories according to the severity and nature of the teacher
identified problem. These categories are:
1. No problem: ratings of no problem on all 6 items or on 5 items and 1
mid-point rating (Note: On item 7, ratings of 2 or 3 denote no problem).
2. Mild/moderate problem: mixture of good and mid-point ratings on
questions 7-12 (i.e. 2+ mid-point ratings but no problem ratings).
3. Solitary/left out: problem rating on item 7 and/or item 8.
4. Problem: high ratings on at least one of these items: 9, 10, 11 or 12.
5. Complex problems: high ratings on at least one item from each of the
items qualifying for categories 3 and 4 (i.e. items 7 and/or 8 AND items
9,10,11 and/or 12).
Thus Category 1 indicates a teacher judgement of no peer-related social difficulties,
Category 2 a judgement of mild to moderate problems, and Categories 3-5 indicate clear
problems and denote type.
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TEACHES CUESTIONNAIRE
School:	 Teacher: ____________________ Date:
Nameof Child: _________________________ Dat. of birth: ______________ Age (months)_________
Date started present school: - Length of time in class: 
________________________
Previous pre-school experience: Don't know/No/(es: Specify: _____________________________
Any sibs in the school: Yes/No: Names and approximate ages:
Please mark the following as appropriate:-
1. Attendance:	 good	 average	 poor
2. Physical appearance:	 very attractive averagely ettrctive unattractive
3. General ability:	 above average	 average	 below average
4. ?-lotor abilities: 	 well co-ordinated average
	 clumsy
. Concentration:	 usually good	 average	 usually poor
6. Speech/language:	 advanced	 average	 poor or delay
7. How often is he/she	 Usually on orz	 Sometimes with	 Usually with
with other children 	 others, some-
	 others
when they have a
	 times on own
free choice of
activity?
8. Now often is he/she left 	 Often	 Sometimes	 Rarely
out or excluded by other
children?




10. Does he/she bully or	 Often	 Sometimes	 Rarely
boss ether children?
11. Is he/she teased or 	 Often	 Sometimes	 Rarely
bullied by other
children?
12. Now often do you need	 Often	 Sometimes	 Rarely
to keep your eye on
him/her?
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APPENDIX Cl .3 Peer acceptance: classification based on peer sociometry and
teacher judgements
Peer acceptance is determined by the combination of sociometry received and teacher
rating of peer difficulties. Children are classified on a six point scale depending on the
combination of sociometry and teacher rating scores. The combination of teacher rating
and child sociometric score indicates differing degrees of severity of peer acceptance
difficulties.
The sociometry cut-off score for identifying unpopular children is determined in two ways.
1. The children who fall in the lower third of their class distribution are potentially
unpopular. For example, in a class of 24 children, the 8 children obtaining the lowest
scores qualify. (If several children obtain the same score as the eighth ranking child, only
those scoring below qualify for this group membership).
2. Because the distribution of scores in classes varies and some are skewed either in the
direction of having more popular scores or less popular scores, a second cut-off score is
examined. Children whose sociometry score is in the lowest third of the potential possible
score for their class are potentially unpopular. This cut off score is calculated as follows:
x + (3x-x)/3 where x = the number of children completing the sociometry ratings.
Most unpopular children are selected by either method. However, depending on the class
distribution, a few are selected by one of these criteria only. As can be seen from Figures
1 and 2, if the mean for the class is above the possible mid-point score for that class,
fewer than a third of the class score below the one third possible score (Figure 1). If the
class mean is skewed towards the lower end of possible scores, more than a third of the
class will score below this value (Figure 2). Children who are identified by one, but not
both, these methods fall in a grey area of ambiguous borderline unpopularity. In deciding
peer acceptance status, teacher ratings determine whether these children fall into the poor
peer acceptance group or not.
On the basis of their peer sociometry and teacher ratings, children are classified into the
following six categories (and as shown in Figures 1 and 2):
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Figure 1 Peer acceptance classification where the 33%ile score is greater than one-third
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	 Maximum possible
scores:	 possible score	 score	 score	 score
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Figure 2 Peer acceptance classification where the 33%ile score is less than one-third of
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Ambiguous peer acceptance (Teacher/peer discrepancy)
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Category 1: Well accepted
(i) teacher ratings of 1 or 2 (no or mild problems) and
(ii) sociometry score average to very good (score value over the 33rd percentile or
x + (3x-x)13, whichever is the highest).
Category 2: Discrepant teacher and peer ratings.
(i) teacher ratings of 3 - 5 (i.e. definite problems) and
(ii) peer sociometry in the average to high range (definition as under
Category 1).
OR
i) teacher ratings of 1 or 2 (no or mild problems) but
(ii) sociometry borderline, i.e. between the 33rd percentile score value and the lower third
of the possible score value (see Figures 1 and 2).
Category 3: Mild problem
(i) teacher rating of 2 (mild - moderate problem) and
(ii) sociometry in the borderline range (between 33rd %ile and x + (3x-x)/3).
Category 4: Low peer acceptance
(I) teacher rating of 1 (no problem) but
(ii)sociometry low (below 33rd %ile score or below score value of x + (3x-x)/3 whichever
is the lower).
Category 5: Low acceptance
(i) teacher rating of 3-5 (severe problems) and
(ii) sociometry borderline (between the 33rd percentile score and x + (3x-x)13 score, OR
OR
(i) teacher rating of 2 (mild/moderate problems) and
(ii) sociometry low (below the 33rd percentile score or x + (3x-x)/3 whichever is the lower).
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Category 6: Very low peer acceptance
(i) teacher rating of 3-5 (severe problems) and
(ii) sociometry low (below the 33rd percentile score or the x +(3x-x)/3 score whichever is
the lower).
PEER ACCEPTANCE CLASSIFICATIONS FOR ANALYSES OF CLASS DATA
For a few analyses, the six categories of peer acceptance are used. Category 1 indicates
good peer acceptance and Category 6 indicates the most severe poor peer acceptance
where teachers and peers agree.
In chi-square analysis based on two groups, good peer acceptance includes Category 1
and Category 2 children. Category 1 are the children where both parents and peers agree
there is no peer difficulty, whereas Category 2 teacher and peer judgements are
discrepant. The poor peer acceptance group comprises children who fall in Categories
3-6.
SELECTION OF BOYS FOR MAIN STUDY
Two groups of boys are selected for more intensive study on the basis of their peer
acceptance classification and additional criteria. Boys in Categories 3-6 are eligible for the
poor peer acceptance group. Boys from Category 1 are eligible for the control, well
accepted group. Category 2 boys whose peer acceptance is discrepant on teacher/peer
judgements are not selected for either group.
From the poorly accepted groups (Categories 3-6), Caucasian, English-speaking singleton
boys with no serious physical or developmental disabilities are identified. Similar boys
from Category 1 are potential control subjects. In addition, boys are pair-matched on the
basis of attending the same nursery class or school, duration in that class/school and
similar age and intellectual ability. On peer sociometry, the scores obtained by each boy
in the pair are at least one standard deviation apart.
All group comparisons are done for these two groups of matched pairs. In addition, a
scale of peer acceptance taking account of teacher and peer judgements throughout the































Enter the composite raw scores from the back cover.
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McCARTHY SCALES OF CHILDREN'S ABILITIES
NAMF	 AGE	 SEX________
HOME ADDRESS
NAMES OF PARENTS OR GUARDIAN
SCHOOL	 GRADE
PLACE OF TESTING	 TESTED BY,
REFERRED BY.
MSCA PROFILE
Enter the 6 Scale Indexes on the appropriate lines below. Then circle the mark repre-
senting the Index for each Scale. Draw a line connecting the circles. Note that the
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5. NUMBER QUEST ONS Discontinue
after 4 consecutive failures. 	 -
Right	 Scon













- Tapping Order	 Trial 1	 Trial 2	 Trial 3	 Score
(0-2)	 (0-2)	 (0-2)	 (0-2)
1. 1-2-3-4
	
Continue only if child plays Item I correctly, and dus- 	 Score
	






















7. VERBAL MEMORY	 Discontinue Part I after 3 consecutive failures, If child earns S or
more points (out of 30) on Part I, give Part ii.
PART I. WORDS AND SENTENCES
Score
(0-3)1. toy- chair-light
2. doll - dark - coat
3. after - color - funny - today	 (0-4)
4. around - because - under - never	 (0-4)
Do NOT stress the underlined words in items 5 and 6.
5. The boy said good-bye to his
	 every morning before he went to school.
6. The	 tied a pretty pink ribbon on her doll before she went out.
Max.
Total (Part I)
PART ii STORY	 Give Part ii if child earned 8 or more points (out of 30) on Part I.
Response
1. Term used for Bob
2. Term used for the woman
3. Term used for the letters
4. Bob walking to store
5. Bob saw woman
6. Wind blew letters
7. Bob shouted, "I'll get them for you!"
8. Bob was careful
9. Bob picked up letters
10. Woman was happy




Test 7, Part II
































13 DRAW A CH LD	 Administer only if child earned 1 or more points on Test 12.
Score	 Preferred
______________________ (0-2)









8. Arms and hands
9. Attachment of arm







Test 10, Part I	 Ball bouncing	 R	 L	 B
Test 10, Part U, item 2 	 Beanbag catch	 R	 L
Test 10, Part Ill, item 1	 Beanbag throw	 R	 L




Check one: (See pages 148-149 of manual.)
D Dominance Established (Right-Handed)
O Dominance Established (Left-Handed)
fl Dominance Not Established
O Not Scorable
EYEUSEDINS GHT NG (Testll,item4)





Score I	 I 1. Little, big






(0-6)	 (0-6)	 (0-6)4. Square blocks
(0-2)	 (0-10)	 (0-2)5. Big yellow blocks
6. Big round red block
7. Small blue square
8. Large blue square






















1.The sun is hot, and ice is ___________
2. I throw the ball up, and then it comes ___________
Continue only if child answers at least one of items 1 and 2 cor-
rectly, and discontinue after 3 consecutive failures on items 3-9.
3. An elephant is big, and a mouse is ____________
4. Running is fast, and walking is ____________
5. Cotton is soft, and rocks are ____________
6. A lemon is sour, and candy is ___________
7. Feathers are light, and stones are ___________
8. Syrup is thick, and water is ____________













(from the NYLS of Thomas, Chess, & Korn)
This questionnaire is designed to gather information on the way a child behaves
in different situations of every day school life. Some statements may seem
similar to each other because they ask about the same situation. However, each
one looks at a different area of the child's behavior. For each statement please
circle the number from I to 6 that best describes the child's behavior. Please
try to make these observations based on how you think the child compares to
other children of about the same age. A few items may not apply to the child.




1. Child seems to have dif-
ficulty sitting still, may
wriggle a lot or get Out
of seat.
2. If child's activity is inter-
rupted, he/she tries to go














1 2 3 4 5 6 almost
always
3. Child is easily drawn away	 hardly
from his/her work by noises,
	 ever.
something outside the window,
another child's whispering, etc.
4. Child will initiafly void new
	 hardly
games and activities, preferring
	 ever
to sit on the side and watch.







saETIrS	 OFTE'.I	 WRY	 ftJDST
	
oFibi	 ws
5. If initially hesitant about
entering into new games and
activities, child gets over
this quickly.
6. When with other children,
this child seems to be hav-
ing a good time.
7. Child is sensitive to tem-
perature and likely to
coment on classroom being
hot or cold.
8. Child will show little or no
reaction when another
child takes his/her toy or
possession away.
9. Child is able to sit quietly
for a reasonable amount of
time (as compared to class-
mates).
10. Child can continue at the
same activity for an hour.
11. Child cannot be distracted
when he/she is working (seems
able to concentrate in the
midst of bedlam).
12. Child plunges into new ac-
tivities and situations
without hesitation.
13. Child takes a long time to
become comfortable in a
new physical location (e.g.,
different classroom, new
seat, etc).
114. When playing with other
children, this child argues
with them.
15. Child is highly sensitive to
changes in the brightness or
dimness of light.
hardly 1' 2 3 4 5 6 almost
ever	 always
hardly 1 2 3 4 5 6 almost
ever	 always
hardly 1 2 3 4 5 6 almost
ever	 always
hardly 1 2 3 4 5 6 almost
ever	 always
hardly 1 2 3 4 5 6. almost
ever	 always
hardly 1 2 3 4 5 6 almost
ever	 always
hardly.1 2 3 14 5 6 almost
ever	 always
hardly 1 2 3 4 5 6 almost
ever	 always
hardly 1 2 3 14 5 6 almost
ever	 always
hardly 1 2 3 4 5 6 almost
ever	 always








16. Child overreacts (becomes
very upset) in a stressful
situation.
17. Child sits still when a story
is being told or read.
18. Child starts an activity
and does not finish it.
19. If other children are talk-
ing or making noise while
teacher is explaining a
lesson, this child remains
attentive to the teacher.
20. Child is bashful when
meeting new children.
21. Child takes a long time to
become comfortable in a new
situation.
2.2. When child can't have or do
something he/she wants, child
becomes annoyed or upset.






hardly 1 2 3 4 5 6 almost
ever	 always
hardly 1 2 3 14 5 6 almost
ever	 always
hardly 1 2 3 4 5 6 almost
ever	 always
hardly 1 2 3 14 5 6 almost
ever	 always
hardly 1 2 3 4 5 6 almost
ever	 always
hardly 1 2 3 4 5 6 almost
ever	 always
hardly 1 2 3 4 5 6 almost
ever	 always





Scoring of REACH Temperament Questionnaire
The 23 items are grouped into three major factors.
Task Orientation items are: 1,2,3,9,10,11, 17, 18, 19
Personal Social Adaptability items are: 4,5, 6, 12, 13,20,21,23
Reactivity items are: 7, 8, 14, 15, 16, 22
Items 1, 3, 4, 7, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 21 and 22 must be reversed in value of rating
before used for factor computation (eg. a rating of 6 should be changed to 1, a rating of
5 to 2 and a rating of 4 to 3).
Scores for each factor are the average of the ratings (sum of ratings on factor items
divided by the number of items in the factor). Thus, scores raise from 1 to 6.
The total temperament score is the sum of the three factors.





(Thr 3-7 year old children)
by
Sean C. )tcDevitt, Ph.D. and William B. Carey, M.D.
DATA SHEET
Child ' s Name _______________________________________ Sex __________________
Dateof Child's Birth ________________________________ Present Age ___________
month	 day	 year





1. Please base your rating on the child's recent and current behavior (the last
four to six weeks).
2. Consider only your own impressions and observations of the child.
3. Rate each question independently. Do not purposely attempt to present a
consistent picture of the child.
4. Use extreme ratinRs where appropriate. Avoid rating only near the middle of
the scale.
5. Rate each item c,uickly. If you cannot decide, skip the item and come back to
it later.	 -
6. Rate every item. Circle the nmbsr of any item that you are unable to answer
due to Lack of inforration or any item that does not apply to your child.
(E) Copyright by Sean C. McDevitt, Ph.D. and William 3. Carey, M.D., 1975. ALl righ
reserved.
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US INC THE SCALE SHCMN BELO.4, PLEASE 1ARK AN "X" IN THE SPACE THAT TELLS H




Rarely	 Usually	 Usually	 Frequently	 Almost
never
	 does not	 does	 always
2
	
3	 4	 5	 6
1. The child is moody for more than a few 	 almost	 : :	 almost
minutes when corrected or disciplined. 	 never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
2. The child seems not to hear when involved 	 almost	 :	 : :	 :	 :	 almost
in a favorite activity,	 never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
3. The child can be coaxed out of a forbidden almost _:__::_:
	
almost
activity,	 never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
4. The child runs ahead when walking with the almost	 : : : :	 almost
parent.	 never 1 2 3 4 .5 6 always
5. Th. child laughs or smiles while playing.
	
	 almost _:_:_:_,:_:_ almost
never 1 2 3 4 3 6 always




	 never 1 2 .3 4 .5 6 always
7. The child responds intensely to disapproval, almost _:_:_:_::_ almost
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
8. The child needs a period of adjustment to almost _:_:_: _:__:_ almos
get used to changes in school or at home.
	 never 1 2 3 4 5 6 alway
9. The child enjoys games that involve 	 almost _:_:__: _:__:_ almos
running or jumping.	 never 1 2 3 4 5 6 alvay
10. The child is slow to adjust to changes in almost _:_:_:_:_:_ almos
household rules.	 never 1 2 3 4 5 6 alvav
it. The chLld has bowel movements at about the almost _:__: _:_ :_:
	
almos
same time each day.	 never 1 2 3 4 5 6 alway
12. The child is willing to try new things. 	 almost	 _:_:_::_ almos
never 1 2345 óalway
13. The child sits calmly while watching TV or almost _ :,:_:_:_:_ almos
listening to music,
	 never 1 2 3 4 5 6 alvay
14. The child leaves or wants to leave the	 almost	 : : :	 : :	 almos
table during meats.	 never 1 2 3 4 5 6 alway
15. Changes in plans bother the child.	 almost	 :	 :	 :	 :	 almos
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 a1wa
16. The child notices minor changes in mother's almost _:_:_:_,:_:_ almos
dress or appearance (clothing, hairstyle, etc.). never	 1 2 3 4 5	 6 alway1
almost	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 almost -
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
almost	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 almost
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
almost	 :	 :	 almost
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
almost	 : :	 : :	 almost
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
almost	 :	 :	 :	 almost
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
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Almost	 Rarely	 Usually	 Usually	 Frequently	 Almost
never	 does not	 does	 always
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
17. The child does not acknowledge a call to
came in if involved in something.
18. The child responds to mild disapproval by
s the parent ( a frown or shake of the head).
19. Th. child settles arguments with playmates
within a few minutes.
20. The child shows strong reaction to things,
both positive and negative.
21. The child had trouble leaving the mother
the first three days when he/she entered
school.
22. The child picks up the nuances or subtle- almost _:_::_:_:_ almost
ties of parental explanations (example: implied never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
meanings).
23. The child falls asleep as soon as be/she is a1most _ :_:_:_::_ almos
put tobed.	 never 1 2 3 4 3 6 alway
24-. The child moves about actively when he/she
explores new places.
25. The child likes to go to new places rather
than familiar ones.
26. The child sits quietly while waiting.
27. The child spends over an hour reading a
book or looking at the pictures.
28. The chtld learns new things at his/her
level quickly and easily.
almost	 :	 :	 :	 :	 almos
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 alway
almost	 :	 :	 :	 :	 almos.
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 alvay
almost	 : : :	 :	 almos
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 alway
almost	 :	 :	 almos
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 alvay:
almost	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 almos
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 alwa
29. The child smiles or laughs when ba/she 	 almost _:_:__:_:
meets new visitors at home.	 never 1 2 3 4 5 6
30. The child is easily excited by praise.
31. The child is outgoing with strangers.
32. The child fidgets when he/she has to
stay still.
33. The child says that he/she ii "bored" with
his/her toys and games.
almost	 :	 :	 :	 :	 alma-
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 alva
almost	 :	 :	 :	 :	 : - alma
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 alva
almost	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 alma
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 aIwa
almost	 :	 :	 :	 almo
never 1 2 3 4 3 6 alva
46. The child is enthusiastic when he/she
masters an activity and wants to show
everyone.
47. The child is sleepy at his/her bed-time.
48. The child stops an activity because some-
thing else catches his/her attention.
49. The child is hungry at dinner time.
3.	 709
Almost	 Rarely	 Usually	 Usually
	 Frequently	 Almost
never






34. The child is annoyed at interrupting play almost _:_:_:_:_:_ almost
to comply with a parental request.	 never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
35. The child practices an activity until he/she almost _:_:____ almost
"masters it.	 never	 1 2 3 4 5 6 ,*lways
36. The child eats about the same amount at
supper from day to day.
37. Unusual noises (sirens, thunder, etc.)
interrupt the child's behavior.
38. The child complains when tired.
39. The child loses interest in i new toy or
game the same day.
40. The child becomes engrossed in an inter-
casting activity for one half hour or more.
41. The child cries intensely when hurt.
42. The child reacts strongly to kidding or
light-hearted cossnents.
43. The child approaches children his/her age
that he/she doesn't know.
44. The child plays quietly with his/her toys
and games.
almost : :_:_:_:_ almost
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
almost : :_'_:_:_ almost
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
almost	 :	 :	 almost
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
almost	 :	 :	 :	 almost
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
almost : : _:_:__ almost
never TT• 3 4 5 6 always
almost	 :	 :	 :	 :	 almost
never 1 2 .3 4 5 6 always
almost	 :	 :	 :	 almost
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
almost _:_:_:_:..,:_ almost
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
almost	 : : :__:__._ almost
never T2 3 4 5 6 always
45. The child is outwardly expressive of his/her almost 	 almost
emotions,	 never 1 2 3 4 .5 6 always
almost : : :_:_:_ almost
never "T 3 4 5 6 always
almost	 : :	 :	 almost
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
almost	 : :_:_:_ almost
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
almost : :_:_:_:_ almost
never	 3. 2 3 4 5	 6 always
50. The child holds back until sure of histself/ almost 	 :_:_:.:_:_ almost






51. The child looks up when someone walks past
the door-way.
52. The child becomes upset if he/she misses a
'regular television program.
53. The child reacts strongly (cries or com-
plains) to a disappointment or failure.
54. The child accepts new foods within one or
two tries.
55. The child has difficulty getting used to
new situations.
56. The child will avoid misbehavior if
punished firmly once or twice.
57. The child is sensitive to noises (tele-
phone, doorbell) and looks up right away.
58. The child prefers active outdoor play to
quiet play inside.
59. The child dislike, milk or other drinks
if not ice-cold.
60. The child notices differences or changes
in the consistency of food.
61. The child adjusts easily to changes in
his/her routine.
62. The child eats about the same amount at
breakfast from day to day.
63. The child seems to take setbacks in
stride.
64. The child cries or whines when frustrated.
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4.
Aluost	 Rarely	 Usually	 Usually
never	 does not	 does
1	 2	 3	 4
almost	 :	 :	 :	 :	 almost
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always.
almost	 :	 :	 :	 :	 almost
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
almost	 :	 :	 :	 :	 almost
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
almost	 :	 :	 :	 almost
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
almost	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 almost
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
almost	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 almost
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
almost	 :	 :	 :	 :	 almost
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
almost	 :	 almost
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
almost	 :	 :	 :	 :	 almost
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
almost	 :	 :	 :	 :	 almost
never 1. 2 3 4 5 6 always
almost	 : :	 :	 :	 almost
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
almost	 : : :	 :	 almost
never 1 2 3 4 3 6 always
almost	 :	 :	 :	 :	 almost
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
almost	 :	 :	 :	 :	 almost
never 1 2 3.. 4 5 6 always
65. The child repeats behavior for which he/she almost _:_:_:_:.:_ almost
has previously been punished.	 never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
66. The child looks up from playing when the	 almost	 : : : : :	 almost
telephone rings.	 never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
67. The child is willing to try new foods. 	 almost	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 almost








Almost	 Rarely	 Usually	 Usually
never	 does not	 does
1	 2	 3	 4
68. The child needs encouragement before he/she almost _:_:__,:_:_:_ almost
viii try new things.	 never	 1	 2 3 4 5	 6 always
69. The child cries or whines when Lii with a 	 almost _:_:_:_ :_._ almost
cold or upset stomach,	 never	 1	 2	 3 4 5	 6 always
70. The child runs to get where he/she wants to almost _:_:_:_:_:_ almost
go.	 never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
71. The child's attention drifts away or lapses almost _:_,:_:_:_:_ almost
when listening to parental instructions,	 never	 1	 2 3 4 5	 6 always
72. The child becomes angry with one of his/her almost _:_:_:_:_:_ almost
playmates.	 never	 1	 2 3 4 5	 6 always
73. The child is reluctant to give up when
trying to do a difficult task.
74. The child reacts to mild approval from the
parent (a nod or smile).
75. The child requests "something to eat" be-
tween meals and regular snacks.
76. The child rushes to greet the parent or
greets loudly after absence during the day.
almost	 :	 :	 :	 :	 almost
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
almost	 :	 :	 :	 almost
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
almost	 :	 :	 almost
never	 1 2 3 4 5	 6 always
almost	 :	 :	 almost
never 1 2 3 4 5	 6 always
77. The child looks up when he/she hears voices almost _:_:_:_::_ almost
in the next room.	 never	 1	 2 3 4 5	 6 always
78. The child protests when denied a request by almost _:_:_:_:_:_ almost
by the parent.	 never 1 2 3 4 5	 6 always
79. The child ignores J.oud noises when reading
or looking at pictures in a book.
80. The child dislikes a food that he/she had
previously seemed to accept.
81. The child stops what he/she is doing and
looks up when the parent enters the room.
almost	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 almost
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 a1vay
almost	 :	 :	 almost
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 alvay
almost	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 almos
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 alway
82. The child cries for more than a few minutes almost _:_:_:_:_:_ almos
when hurt,	 never 1 2 3 4 5 6 alvay
83. The child watches a long ( 1 hour or more)
TV program without getting up to do something
else.
84. The child spontaneously wakes up at the
usual time on weekends and holidays.
almost	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 almos
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 alway
almost	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 almos






Usually	 Usually	 Trequently	 Almost
does not	 does	 always
3	 4	 5	 6
85. The child responds to sounds or noises
unrelated to his/her activity.
86. The child avoids new guests or visitors.
87. The child fidgets when a story is being
read to him/her.
almost	 :	 :	 :	 almost.
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
almost	 :	 :	 :	 :	 almost
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
almost	 :	 :	 :	 :	 almost
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
a
88. The child becomes upset or cries over minor almost _:__:_:_:_:_ almost
falls or bumps.	 never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
89. The child interrupts an activity to listen almost _L_:_:_..:_:..._ almost
to conversation around him/her.
	
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
90. The child ii unwilling to leave a play
activity that he/she has not completed.
91. The child ii able to fall asleep when
there is conversation in a nearby room.
92. Th. child becomes highly excited when pre-
sented with a new toy or g.
almost	 : :	 almost
never 1. 2 3 4 5 6 always
almost	 '	 :	 :	 ç_:	 almost
never	 1. 2 3 4 .5 6 always
almost	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 almost
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
93. The child pays attention from start to 	 almost _:_:_:_:___ almost
finish when the parent tries to explain same-	 never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
thing to him/her.
94. The child speaks so quickly that it is some- almost _:_:_: _:_ almost
times difficult to understand him/her.
	
never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
95. The child wants to leave the table during almost 	 _:_:_::_ almost
meal.s to answer the doorbell or phone, 	 never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
96. The child complains of events in school or almost _:_:_:_:_:_ almost
with playmates that day. 	 never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
97 • The child frowns when uked to do a chore almost _:_:_:_:_:_ almost
by the parent.	 never 1. 2 3 4 5 6 always
98. The child tends to hold back in new
	
almost __:_:_:_:_ almos
situations,	 never 1 2 3 4 5 6 always
99. The child laughs hard while watching 	 almost	 :	 :	 almo.
television cartoons or comedy.	 never 1 2 3 4 5 6 alvay
100. The child has "off" days when he/she is 	 almost	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 almos
moody or cranky.	 never 1 2 3 4 .5 6 alvsy.
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BEHAVIORAL STYLE QUESTIONNAIRE SCORING SHEET
NAME ________________________________ DATE OF RATING _____________________ AGE _________
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BHAVI0RAL STYL QU!STIO7'NAIRE - Profile Sheet
for 3 to 7 year cid children
Developed (1975) by Sean C. }loDevitt,Ph.D. & Wjllj,m B. Csrey,MD.
Child's Name ___________________________ Date of Rttng ___________
Age at ratings	 Years, _____months. Sex ___________
•Category score from Scoring Shoots
Profile: Plaoe mark in appropriate box below:
ActiviRhythm.	 [fkdapt. Intens.1)ood Persist IDztract Thresh. -







:3.93	 I 3.27 I 5.17
	
3.99 I 3.56	 1 4,7	 1 4.8
ean
	 3.56	 2.75	 2.99
	
2.55




2.05	 1.83 1 3.87
	 2.63 1 2.18	 1 3.08	 3.38
jvery	 lveryI
	
I	 I	 !non- I
].ow I rhyth. J app. j adapt. mild. positive1high pci d.istracj high
-	
-. Dl agnostic_Clusters
.asy _______ rhthm. app. 	 adapt. mild, positive
)Itf -	 XTytha. wjth&r. adapt. intense negative
.	 -	 --- - 
-1
TVtJ	 low	 _______ withd.r. ad.at .	 mild, negative
Definition of diagnostic clusters used. for in&tvid.ua.l scoringi
Easy- Scores greater than mean in no more than two of difficult/easy c'itegorte
(rhythmicity, approach, adaptability, intensity & mood) and. neither great.:
than one standard. deviation.
Difficult- 4 or 5 scores greater than mean in difficult/easy categories ('is ab
This must include intensIty and. two scores greater than one standard dev'ia .
Slow to warm up- as defined above, but if either withdrawal or slow td.aptabili
is greater than one standard. deviation, activity may vary up to 3.93 and m -
may vary down to 2.97.
Intermediate- all others. Intertned.i'ite high- 4 or 5 diff/easy categories above
mean with one >1 standard deviation, or 2 or 3 above mean with 2 or 3
>1 standard. deviation. Intermediate low- all other intermediates.
This child's d.tagriostic cluster __________________________ Date of scoring -
Coitments: Scored by -
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APPENDIX C5
THE PRESCHOOL BEHAVIOR QUESTIONNAIRE
Lenore Behar, Ph.D.
Samuel Stringfield
Copyright © 1974 by Lenore Behar, Ph.D.
Child' s Name _________________________	 School Attending _________________________
Parents' Name ______________________	 Sex (circle) M F
Month Day Year




(City, State, Zip Code)
Rated by _____________________________	 Age of Child	 - -
Titleof Rater _______________________
Length of Time Rater Has Worked with
Child(months or weeks)	 ______________________
Following is a series of descriptions of behavior often shown by preschoolers.
After each statement are three columns, "DDesn' t Apply," "Applied Sometimes," and
"Certainly Applies." If the child shows the behavior described by the statement
frequently or to a great degree, place an "X" in the space under "Certainly Applies."
If the child shows behavior described by the statement to a lesser degree or less
often, place an "X" in the space under "Applies Sometimes." If, as far as you are
aware, the child does not show the behavior, place an "1" in the space under "Lkesn't
Apply."
Please put ONE "X" for EACH statement.
1)esn't Applies Certainly
Apply Sometimes Applies For Scorer's Use Only
1. Restless. !bns about or jumps
up and down. rxesn't keep still
2. Squirmy, fidgety child	 -
3. Destroys own or others' belongings -
4. Fights with other children	 -
5. Not such liked by other children -
6. Is worried. Worries about many
things	 -
7. Tends to do things on his own,
rather solitary	 -
8. Irritable, quick to "fly off
the handle"
9. Appears miserable, unhappy,
tearful, or distressed	 -
Iiiiii-
_____	 EL-:r:"JT- I
S S • •_••••
I.... I....
I II
S • S •1
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7esn't Spplies Certainly
Apply Sometimes Applies For Scorer's Use only
10. Has twitches, mannerins, or
tics of the face and body
U. Bites nails or fingers
12. Is disobedient
13.Has poor concentration or
short attention span
14. Tends to be fearful or afraid of
new things or new situations
3.5 . Fussy or over—particular child
16.Tells lies
17.Has wet or soiled self this year
18.Has stutter or stamer	 -
19.Has other speech difficulty 	 -
20. Bullies other children
21. Inattentive	 -
22. Doesn't share toys
23. Cries easily	 -
24.Blames others
25.Gives up easily	 -
26. Inconsiderate of others
27. Unusnal sexual behaviors	 -
28. Kicks, bites, or hits other
children
29. Stares into space	 -










The scoring system for the P is as follows:
AU items marked "esn't Apply" are scored "(Y'
All items marked "Applies Sometimes" are scored "1"
AU items marked "Certainly Applies" are scored "2"
For each behavior, fill in the appropriate score in the column.
If this olank has to its right a series of dots followed by a second blank, then a].so
fill in that second blank with the child' s score on that item. Add a].]. of the numbers
in each of the four columns and transfer those totals to the following table. If the
exact score appears on the table, circle it. If not, enter the exact score in the
appropriate place and circle it.
TOTAL	 Scale 1	 Scale 2	 Scale 3
percentile behavior
	 hostile—	 hyperactive— percentile
rariic	 disturbed aggressive anxious distractible 	 rank
99	 29	 1.4	 9	 8	 99
	26	 u 77









80	 13	 4	 80
3
11
65	 9	 652 1
















Sex (please ring) M / F
Notes on use
Below is a list of 20 statements about children's behaviour which may
be shown by a child during the school day On your knowledge of the
child over the last term could you place a mark in the appropriate
column
2	 Although it is difficult, it is important to try and answer each question
as objectively and independently as possible
3	 In rating each statement disregard your ratings for that child on every
other statement, try not to let general impressions colour your
judgements about specific aspects of the child's behaviour
If the child definitely shows the behaviour described by the statement
place the mark in the column headed "certainly applies" If the child
shows the behaviour but to a lesser degree or less often place the mark
under "applies somewhat" If the child rarely or never shows such
behaviour place the mark under the column headed "rarely applies"
5	 If you feel that there are any special difficulties in rating this child for
whatever reason, please feel free to use the mace provided for comments
on the beck page
PLEASE BE SURE TO MARK EVERY STATEMENT!
1 If there is a quarrel or dispute will try to stop it
2 Offers to share rubbers or pencils being used in a
task
3 Will invite bystanders to join in a game
4 Will try to help someone who has been hurt
5 Apologises spontaneously after a misdemeanour
6 Shares out sweets or extra food
7 Is considerate of the teacher's feelings
8 Stops talking quickly when asked to
9 Spontaneously helps to pick up objects which
another child has dropped (eg pencils, books
etc)







































11 Shows sympathy to someone who has made a
mistake
12 Offers to help other children who are having
difficulty with a task in the classroom
13 Helps other children who are feeling sick
14 Can work easily in a small peer group
15 Comforts a child who is crying or upset
16 Is efficient in carrying out regular tasks such as
helping with school milk
17 Settles down to work quickly
18 Will clap or smile if someone else does something
well in class
19 Volunteers to help clear up a mess someone else
has made







































Sconng of Pro-social Behaviour Questionnaire
(from K Weir and G. Duveen 1981
Journal of Child Psychology and Psychiatry, 22, 357-374)
Teachers rate items on a three point scale
Scores are allocated as follows
Rarely applies	 = 0
Applies somewhat	 = 1
Certainly applies
	 = 2
Omissions are scored 0
Total score is the sum of 20 item scores, range 0-40.
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APPENDIX C7.2
TEACHER INTERVIEW . Higher order composite variables created from schedule
variables
Higher order composite scores were created by summing the relevant discrete items
Any missing values on discrete items were ignored Thus any errors were in the
direction of lowering the total score Rescaling of specific variables is shown on the
schedule (eg RPROV, TX76)
In creating complex composite variables, component scales whose high values
denoted positive characteristcs were reversed Thus high scores on most composites
reflect greater problems in that domain of functioning
In creating certain composites, component variables were given equal weighting by
dividing each by its number of scale points (e g TSOC, TTEAR)
TWHOP = sum (TEA8, TEA9, TEAl 0, TEAl 1, TEAl 2)
RANGE OF PEER GROUPS C PLAYS IN
o -- X none -- several kinds
HOVER = sum (TEAl 3, TEA66)
HOVERS, ONLOOKS PEERS AND TEACHER
o -- X no -- a lot to both
TPLAY - sum (TEAl 5, TEAl 6, TEAl 7, TEAl 8, TEAl 9, TEA2O, TEA21)
RANGE OF PLAY ACTIVITIES WITH PEERS
o -- X none -- several, different
FRIEND = NOFR (from TEA37) + TEA23
NUMBER OF PARTICULAR FRIENDS/PLAYMATES
o -- X none -- several
TSOC = TEA7/8 + TEA22/6 + WHOP/il + FRIEND/5 + (TEA13*1)/3
OVERALL SOCIABILITY/GREGARIOUSNESS WITH PEERS
o -- X not at all -- very socially involved
TFIGHT = sum (TEA38, TEA39, TEA4O, TEA41, TEA42)
FIGHTS - EXTENT, FREQUENCY AND SEVERITY
0 - X. never fights - often, serious
TARGUE = sum (TEA43, TEA44, TEA45, TEA46, TEA47)
ARGUMENTS - EXTENT AND SEVERITY
0 -- X rarely -- often in heated arguments
732
TF1ARG = TFIGHT + TARQUE
CONFLICT - VERBAL AND PHYSICAL
0 -- X none -- considerable
TALES = sum (TEA5O, TEA51, TEA52, TEA53)
TELLS TALES TO TEACHER
0 -- X no -- a lot, over several issues
BULLIED = sum (TEA54, TEA55, TEA56, TEA57, TEA58)
C IS BULLIED, TEASED
0 -- X not at all -- a lot
PICKS = sum (TEA59, TEA6O, TEA61)
C IS PICKED ON
0 -- X not at all -- a lot
RPBUD = RPROV + BULLIED
RESPONSE TO PROVOCATION
0 -- X none/little response -- very upset, retaliates
CONF = TF1ARG + PICKS
CONFLICT - VERBAL AND PHYSICAL, AND IS PROVOCATIVE
0--x none--alot
AGGR = TFIGHT + PICKS
AGGRESSIVE CONFLICT - IN FIGHTS AND IS PROVOCATIVE
0--X none--alot
TEAACT = sum (TEA63, TEA64, TEA65)
DOES RANGE OF ACTIVITIES WITH TEACHER
0 -- X no -- several
TREL = TEA62/5 + TEA8O/5
AFFECTIVE RELATIONSHIP WITH TEACHER
o -- X not good -- likes and is liked
TTEAR = TEA62/5 + TEAACT17 + TEA8O/5
OVERALL RELATIONSHIP AND INVOLVEMENT WITH
TEACHER
o -- X none -- good, involved
CLING = sum (TEA68, TEA69, TEA7O, TEA71)
INSECURE CLINGING TO ADULTS OR CHILDREN
O--X no--very
CLIN = CLING * -1
CLING scale reversed
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FOND = sum (TEA72, TEA73, TEA74, TEA75)
SHOWS AFFECTION TO ADULTS AND CHILDREN
O--X no--yes,alot
FEEL = TX76 + TX77
AFFECT - SHOWN AND KIND
0 -- X negative/unhappy -- little affect shown -- happy, sunny
EMOT = sum (FEEL, FOND, CLIN)
EMOTIONS SHOWN - overall composite
0 -- X negative/none -- neutral/little shown -- happy, secure,
affectionate
SPEC = sum (TEA78, TEA79)
CHILD HAS SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS, E G SENSE OF
HUMOUR
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PARENT INTERVIEW - COMPOSITE VARIABLES
Higher order composite variables were created by grouping discrete items into conceptual
ones by summing component scores Missing values are ignored so any errors are in the
direction of minimizing the total score.
BACKGROUND:
PARIO = sum (PAR124, PAR125, PAR126, PAR127, PAR128, PAR129, PAR13O)
OTHERS IN HOUSEHOLD (anyone - adult or child)
o -- number no-one -- no of persons
PARIC = sum (PAR135, PAR136, PAR137, PAR138)
CONDITION OF HOME (space, decoration, furniture, tidiness)
0 - 12 Excellent -- very poor
PARIS = sum (PAR141, PAR142)
SATISFACTION WITH HOME AND ENVIRONMENTT
1 - 10 very satisfied -- most dissatisfied
HEALTH AND SEPARATIONS:
PAR1GP = sum (PAR143, PAR144, PAR145, PAR146)
AMOUNT OF GP CONTACT (any reason)
0 - 8 no contact -- much contact
PAR1H = sum (PAR151, PAR155)
HOSPITAL CONTACT FOR PHYSICAL PROBLEMS
0 - 6 no contact -- much contact, past and pres at Ti
PAR1HO = sum (PAR152, PAR153, PAR154, PAR156, PARi57)
HOSPITAL CONTACT FOR DEVELOPMENTAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL
DUBIOUS PROBLEMS
0-10 none--lot
PX1H = sum (PAR1GP, PAR1HO, PAR151)
TOTAL CONTACT WITH MEDICAL SERVICES
0-17 none--lot
PX1W = sum (PAR147, PAR148, PAR149, PAR15O)
OVERALL HEALTH
0-14. good--poor
PAR1CP = sum (PAR158, PAR159, PAR16O, PAR161, PAR162)
CHRONIC HEALTH PROBLEMS
0 - 10 number and severity of health problems
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PX1RH = sum (PAR164, PAR 165)
RESPONSE TO HOSPITAL/MEDICAL PROCEDURES
o - : no hasp., no adverse response -- very distressed
PAR2S = sum (PAR2O7, PAR2O8, PAR2O9, PAR21O, PAR211)
SEPARATIONS number and duration
o - 20 frequency and duration
PAR2T = sum (PAR212, PAR213, PAR214, PAR215, PAR216)
EARLIEST AGE OF SEPARATIONS
0 - 20 none before 3 years -- early and various
PAR2VA = sum (PAR223, PAR224)
VISITS TO ADULTS
0 - 5. Seldom, infrequent -- often, frequent
PAR2VC = sum (PAR229, PAR23O, PAR231)
VISITS TO CHILDREN
0 - 8 seldom -- often, frequent
PAR2B = sum (PAR 234, PAR236)
BABYSITTERS
0 - 8 parents only -- many, including unfamiliar
PAR2DS = sum (PAR 241, PAR246)
DAY CARE SATISFACTORY
0 - 4 satisfactory -- very unsatisfactory now and earlier
PAR2DK = sum (PAR239, PAR244)
DAY CARE - PREDOMINANT TYPE
0 - 12 none -- mixed in and out of home, past and now
PAR2RP = sum (PAR21 9, PAR226, PAR233, PAR237, PAR242, PAR247)
PREDOMINANT REACTION NOW
o - 30: none -- marked distress in separations
PAR2RS = sum (PAR22O, PAR225, PAR232, PAR238, PAR243, PAR247, PAR248)
SEVEREST REACTION TO SEPARATION
0 - 30. none -- marked distress to separation
PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS:
PAR2PS = sum (PAR249, PAR25O)
PARENTAL PERCEPTION OF EMOTIONAL/BEHAVIOURAL
DIFFICULTIES
0 - 10: none -- several, definite, severe
PAR2D = sum (PAR254, PAR255, PAR257, PAR259, PAR261)
CURRENT PROBLEM WITH ANY BASIC FUNCTION (eating,
sleeping or toileting)
0 - 30: none -- many, serious problems
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PAR2A = sum (PAR263, PAR264, PAR265)
ACTIVITY AND CONCENTRATION
o - 6 no problem -- active, restless, poor concentration
PAR2H = sum (PAR226, PAR267, PAR268, PAR269, PAR27O, PAR271, PAR272,
PAR273)
HABITS
o - 16 none -- many, definite
PAR2M = sum (PAR274, PAR275, PAR276)
MISERABLE
o - 6 happy -- distressed, difficult to comfort
PAR3F = sum (PAR3O7, PAR3O8, PAR3O9, PAR31O, PAR311, PAR312, PAR313,
PAR314, PAR315, PAR316)
FEARS
o - 18. none -- many, severe fears
PAR3R = sum (PAR317, PAR318)
RITUALS, FUSSY
o - 4; none -- definitely
PAR3T = sum (PAR319, PAR32O)
TANTRUMS, DESTRUCTIVE
o - 4 none -- definite
PAR2Z = sum (PAR252, PAR2D, PAR2A, PAR2H, PAR2M, PAR3F, PAR3R, PAR3T,
PAR321)
TOTAL PROBLEM SCORE
Sum of 8/9 problem areas
0 - x. none -- many, serious
PAR2ZZ = PAR252 + PAR2D/1 0 + PAR2A!3 + PAR2H/6 + PAR2M/3 + PAR3F/1 0+
PAR3R/2 + PAR3T/2 + PAR321
TOTAL SCORE, EQUAL WEIGHTING TO ALL 8/9 PROBLEM
AREAS
X = Sum (each scale/number of items) of problems
PAR2PPZ = PAR2M/3 + PAR3F/1 0 + PAR3R/2 + PAR3T/2
TOTAL OF 4 PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEM AREAS
X = Sum of mood, tantrums, fears, rituals - equal weighting
LANGUAGE AND PLAY:
PAR3L = sum (PAR322, PAR323, PAR24, PAR325)
SPEECH AND LANGUAGE IN PRESENT
0 - 8: none -- many problems
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PAR3LP = sum (PAR326, PAR327, PAR328, PAR329)
SPEECH AND LANGUAGE IN PAST
0 - 8 none -- many problems
PAR3P = sum (PAR33O, PAR331, PAR332, PAR333, PAR334)
INDOOR PLAY
0 - 15 none -- wide range and/or has favourite play activities
PAR3PO = sum (PAR335, PAR336, PAR337)
OUTDOOR PLAY
o - 9 none -- several favourites
PX3P = sum (PAR3P, PAR3PO)
ALL PLAY
o - 24 none -- wide range
PAR3S = sum (PAR 338, PAR339)
SOCIAL PLAY INTEREST
o - 6 can/does play alone -- always plays with others
RELATIONSHIP WITH PARENTS:
PAR3M = sum (PAR34O, PAR341, PAR342, PAR343, PAR344, PAR345, PAR346)
ACTIVITIES WITH MOTHER - INDOORS
o - 21 none -- yes, wide range, regular
PAR3MO = sum (PAR347, PAR348, PAR349, PAR35O)
OUT OF HOME ACTIVITIES WITH MOTHER
o - 12 none -- wide range, regularly
PX3M = PAR3M + PAR3MO
ALL ACTIVITIES WITH MOTHER
o - 33. none -- many, often
PAR3D = sum (PAR351, PAR352, PAR353, PAR354, PAR355, PAR356, PAR357)
INDOOR ACTIVITIES WITH FATHER
o - 21: none -- yes, wide range, regular
PAR3DO = sum (PAR358, PAR359, PAR36O, PAR361)
OUT OF HOME ACTIVITIES WITH FATHER
o - 12 none -- wide range, regularly
PX3D = PAR3D + PAR300
ALL ACTIVITIES WITH FATHER
0 - 33 none -- many, often
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SIBLINGS:
PAR4P = sum (PAR413, PAR414, PAR415, PAR416, PAR417, PAR418, PAR419,
PAR42O, PAR421)
RANGE OF PLAY WITH CLOSEST SIBLING
o - 18 no play -- wide range
PAR4M = MEAN (PAR423, PAR424)
SUPERVISION NEEDED WITH SIBLING amount and reasons
o - 2 very little -- lot, conflict & troublesome
PAR4S = sum (PAR427, PAR428, PAR429, PAR430*1, PAR431)
SQUABBLING WITH CLOSEST SIBLING
o - 13 none -- serious, often
PAR4F = sum (PAR432, PAR433, PAR434, PAR435*1, PAR436)
FIGHTING WITH CLOSEST SIBLING
o - 13 none -- serious, often
PAR4SF = MEAN (PAR4S, PAR4F)
SQUABBLES AND FIGHTS
o - 13: none -- serious and often
PAR4J = sum (PAR437, PAR438, PAR439, PAR44O)
JEALOUSY IN CLOSEST SIBLING RELATIONSHIP
0 - 10 none -- intense, longstanding
PAR6G = MEAN (PAR619, PAR62O, PAR621)
HOW GETS ON WITH 2+ SIBLINGS IN DIFFERENT SITUATIONS
0 - 3 good -- intense friction and jealousy
PAR6B = MEAN (PAR612, PAR613, PAR614)
ACTIVITIES WITH YOUNG SIBLING (<18 months old)
0 - 3 very little interest -- frequent involvement
RELATIONSHIP WITH PARENTS:
PAR6M = sum (PAR623, PAR624, PAR625)
RELATIONSHIP WITH MOTHER
o - 10 very good -- very difficult
PAR6D = sum (PAR626, PAR627, PAR628)
RELATIONSHIP WITH FATHER
0 - 10. very good -- very difficult
PAR6MD = sum (PAR6M, PAR6D)
RELATIONSHIP WITH BOTH PARENTS
0 - 20. very good - very difficult
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PAR6T = sum (PAR631, PAR632, PAR633, PAR634, PAR636, PAR637)
MOTHER'S RANGE OF DISCIPLINARY METHODS AND
FREQUENCY OF USE
o - 28. none -- wide range, used often
PAR6X = sum (PAR638, PAR639, PAR64O, PAR641, PAR642, PAR643, PAR644)
FATHER'S RANGE OF DISCIPLINARY METHODS AND
FREQUENCY OF USE
o - 28 none -- wide range, used often
PAR6TX = sum (PAR6T, PAR6X)
DISCIPLINE OF BOTH PARENTS
0 - 56 none -- wide range, often
PAR6A = sum (PAR648, PAR649, PAR65O)
PARENTS' AGREEMENT ON DISCIPLINE
0-9 full agreement -- serious disagreement on standards, method
and who disciplines
PAR6C sum (PAR655, PAR656, PAR657, PAR658, PAR662, PAR663)
MOTHER'S IRRITABILITY AND CONTROL
0-22 rarely irritable -- often irritable, own reasons and deals poorly
with it
PAR6O = sum (PAR659, PAR66O, PAR661, PAR664, PAR665)
FATHER'S IRRITABILITY AND CONTROL
o - 20 rarely irritable -- often irritable, own reasons and deals poorly
with it
PAR6CO = sum (PAR6C, PAR6O)
BOTH PARENTS' IRRITABILITY AND CONTROL
0 - 44 none -- often irritable for personal reasons
PAR6K sum (PAR666, PAR67O)
CHILD CENTRED (Mother & Father)
o - 4 childcentred -- both parent-centred
PAR6L = sum (PAR667, PAR671)
NATURE OF CONTROL (Mother & Father)
0 - 6: demanding, effective -- undemanding, low control
PX6L = sum (PX667, PX671)
PARENTAL CONTROL AND EFFICACY (rescaled)
0 - 4. good, effective - poor, ineffective
PAR6E = sum (PAR668, PAR672)
CONFLICT (Mother & Father)
0 - 4 none -- lot with both parents
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PAR6F = sum (PAR669, PAR673)
CONFLICT RESOLUTION (Mother & Father)
o - 8. shared goals, no conflict -- poor resolution
PX6F = sum (PX669, PX673)
PARENTAL CONFLICT RESOLUTION (rescaled)
0 - 8 little conflict - conflict poorly resolved
PAR6P = sum (PAR666, PAR667, PAR668, PAR669)
MOTHER'S PARENTING STYLE
0 - 10 child-centred, effective, shared goals -- parent-centred,
ineffective, goals not mutual
PAR6Q = sum (PAR67O, PAR671, PAR672, PAR673)
FATHER'S PARENTING STYLE
0 - 10. child-centred, effective, shared goals -- parent-centred,
ineffective, goals not mutual
PAR6PQ = SUM (PAR6P, PAR6Q)
PARENTING STYLE (COMBINED MOTHER AND FATHER)
0 - 20 child-centred, effective -- parent-centred, fraught
EXTENDED FAMILY:
PAR7A = sum (PAR711, PAR716, PAR717, PAR718)
RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER ADULTS IN HOME
o - 18 close, warm -- negative, hostile
PAR7B = sum (PAR7U, PAR749, PAR75O, PAR821, PAR822)
CONTACT WITH ALL AUNTS AND UNCLES
0 - x no contact -- frequent contact, many activities together
PAR7C = sum (PAR724, PAR731, PAR733, PAR734)
RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER CHILDREN IN HOME
0 - 18. close, warm -- negative, hostile
PAR7M = sum (PAR736, PAR737)
CONTACT WITH MATERNAL GRANDPARENTS
0 - 12: very little -- lot of contact
PAR7F = sum (PAR74O, PAR741, PAR81 2, PAR81 3)
NUMBER OF AUNTS AND UNCLES (MATERNAL AND PATERNAL)
0 - NUMBER. none -- number
PAR7W = sum (PAR743, PAR815)
NUMBER OF COUSINS (MATERNAL AND PATERNAL)
0 - 8 none -- many
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PAR7U = sum (PAR745, PAR746, PAR81 7, PAR81 8)
CONTACT WITH AUNTS AND UNCLES (MATERNAL AND
PATERNAL)
0 - 20: none -- considerable amount
PAR7G = sum (PAR747, PAR751, PAR81 9, PAR823)
ATTACHMENT TO AUNTS AND UNCLES (MATERNAL AND
PATERNAL)
0 - 12 none -- close to several
PAR7S = sum (PAR748, PAR752, PAR82O, PAR824)
STRAIN IN RELATIONSHIP WITH AUNTS AND UNCLES
0 - 12 none -- considerable with several
PAR7X = sum (PAR753, PAR756, PAR825, PAR828)
CONTACT WITH COUSINS (MATERNAL AND PATERNAL)
0 - 20 none -- considerable with several
PAR7Y = sum (PAR754, PAR757, PAR826, PAR829)
CLOSENESS TO COUSINS (MATERNAL AND PATERNAL)
0 - 12: none -- close to many
PAR7Z = sum (PAR755, PAR758, PAR827, PAR83O)
STRAIN IN RELATIONSHIPS WITH COUSINS (MATERNAL AND
PATERNAL)
0 - 12 none -- considerable with several
PAR8F = sum (PAR8O8, PAR8O9)
CONTACT WITH PATERNAL GRANDPARENTS
0 - 12. very little -- lot of contact
PAR11P = sum (PX112O, PX1122)
CHILDREN'S PARTIES
0 - 9: no parties -- own and other with friends
PAR11E = sum (PAR1121, PAR1122)
ENJOYMENT OF PARTIES
0 - 4 does not enjoy -- enjoys a lot
PAR11M = sum (PAR1124, PAR1125)
PARENTS ATTITUDE TO C MIXING WITH CHILDREN
NOW AND IN FUTURE
0 - 8 no views -- very important
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PARENTS' SOCIABIUTY:
PAR11S = sum (PAR1136, PAR1137)
MOTHER'S SOCIABILITY
0 - 8 discomfort, family only -- sociable with friends
PAR11F = sum (PAR114O, PAR1141)
FATHER'S SOCIABILITY
0 - 8 discomfort, family only -- sociable with friends
PAR11SF = SUM (PAR11S, PAR11F)
Mother and father's sociability
0 - x unsociable - both very sociable
AVERAGED DATA
Ti 2 = Ti + T2 for variables
ONLY EXCEPTIONS ARE hospital contacts, language problems, past problems that ante-
date the first assessment are included only once Thus, averaged score Ti 2 = PAST +
Ti + T2.
FRIENDS
PAR9C = sum (PAR9O7, PAR9O8, PAR9O9, PAR91O, PAR911)
CONTACT WITH OTHER CHILDREN
0 - 20 none -- considerable in diverse settings
PAR9P = sum (PAR92O, PAR921)
PLAY WITH CHILDREN IN CASUAL SETTINGS
0 - 4. no play -- 2 types of play
PAR9B = sum (PAR946, PAR973, PAR1 029, PAR1 052, PAR1 075)
BEST FRIENDS
0 - 5. no best friend - 5 close friends
PX9F = sum (PX924, PX951, PX1007, PX1 030, PXi 053)
NUMBER OF REGULAR FRIENDS/PLAYMATES
0 - 5 none -- 5 closest
PZPF = sum (PX924, PX1 107)
TOTAL NUMBER OF FRIENDS IN NETWORK
0 - x. none -- number
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FOR BOYS WITH AT LEAST ONE CLOSE FRIEND, THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES ARE
CALCULATED BY ARRAY OF SCHEDULE CODES (PAR924 -- PAR1 074)
1 AGE closest friends (1-5 friends)
AGEY - number of younger friends (6+mo)
RAGY - proportion younger
AGEO - number of older friends (6+mo)
RAGO - proportion older
RAG2 - proportion same age (±6mo)
2 SEX of CLOSEST friends
NSEX 0 - number of boys
NSEX1 - number of girls
PAR9Y - proportion of boys
3 FREQUENCY of CONTACT
NSEEX - number sees at least once a month
PSEEX - proportion sees at least once a month
NSEEY - number sees at least fortnightly
PSEEY - proportion sees at least fortnightly
4 DURATION OF FRIENDSHIP
NKNOWO - NKNOW4 number has known short-long time
PKNOWX - proportion has known at least 12 months
PKNOWY - proportion has known since 12-15 mo old
5 HOW MET
NMETO - NMET 5 NUMBER MET IN VARIOUS WAYS
PMETX - proportion met through parents' longstanding friendships
PMETY - proportion met in playgroup/school
PMET2 - proportion met in neighbourhood
PMET4 - proportion met in current class
6. WHERE MEET
NWHEO-NWHE3 - number meets in different places regularly
PWHEO	 - proportion who see each other in neighbourhood
PWHE2	 - proportion who visit each other
7. WHO LEADS
NLEADO/-NLEAD3 - number of times C is leader/follower
PLEAD2	 - proportion of joint/egalitarian friendships
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8. FIGHTING AND SQUABBLING
NFIO-NFI3 - number of friendships characterised by low conflict -- high
conflict
NFIX	 - number of friendships with serious conflict (scores 2 & 3)
PFIX	 - proportion of friendships characterised by serious fighting
9 CONFLICT RESOLUTION
RESO-RES3 - number who resolve by selves -- parents stop
RESX	 - number requiring parental intervention
PRESX - proportion dyads needing parental intervention
10 ENJOYMENT OF FRIENDSHIP
NLIKO-NLIK4 - number not enjoyed -- number enjoyed very much
PLIKX	 - proportion friendships enjoyed
11 SIZE OF PEER GROUP
NGPX - number of friends sees mainly as a dyad
NGPY - number of friends sees mainly in a group
PGPX - proportion of friends seen as dyad
PGPY - proportion of friends seen in group
PGP4 - proportion of friends seen only in a group
12 HOWGROUPGETSON
GPFIO - number of groups that play well together
GPFI1 - number of groups that get on badly
13 PARENT'S VIEW OF FRIENDSHIP
NWELO - NWEL5 - number of friends gets on with very well -
number gets on with badly
NWELX - number who get on badly (scores 2-5)
PWELX - proportion of poor relationships
NWELZ - number who are bad influence on each other (scores 3-5)
PWELZ - proportion who are bad influence on each other
NWELY - number who get on well (scores 0-1)
PWELY - proportion who get on well
P9MS = sum (PAR 922/3), PAR923/6)
amount of mischief, conflict in group play in casual settings
0 - 6 none -- serious
FISQ1 = sum (PAR937, PAR938, PAR939, PAR94O)
Fighting and squabbling in closest friendship
0 - 10. rarely -- serious, often
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FISQ2 -- FISQ5 - (Fighting and squabbling with friends 2-5)
FISQX = MEAN(FISQ1 -- FISQ5)
'Average' fighting and squabbling per friendship
NFRL = (NSEE4 or NSEE5) AND (NKNOW2 or NKNOW4)
number of friends sees often (at least fortnightly) and has known long
(since aged 12-l5mo)
PFRL = proportion of friends sees often and known long
NFRS = number of friends met at school and sees often (fortnightly+)
(from NMET4 AND NSEE4/NSEE5)
PFRS = proportion of friends sees often, met at school
NFRR = sum (NSEE4, NSEE5) - NFRS
number of friends sees often, not met at school (i e knows from elsewhere)
PFRR - proportion of friends sees often, met elsewhere than school
PAR9P1 = sum (PAR93O, PAR931, PAR932, PAR933, PAR934, PAR935)
RANGE OF PLAY WITH FRIEND1
o - 12 very little -- wide range, often
PAR9P2 - PAR9P5 - range of play with friends 2-5
PAR9PX = sum (PAR9P1 -- PAR9P5)/PAR9F
0 - 12 average range of play per friend
PAR9B = sum (PAR946, PAR973, PAR1 029, PAR1 052, PAR1 075)
0 - 5 number of friends who are best friends
PX9B - proportion of friends who are best friends
PAR11C = sum (PAR1115, PAR1118, PAR1119)
Amount and regularity of contact through visiting, playgroups, clubs
0 - 9 none -- lot, often
PAR11D = sum (PAR1II6, PAR1117)
Contact through childminding
0 - 4. none -- regular, often
PXI 1 P = sum (PX1 120, PX1 122) (rescaled)
Parties attended and own
0 - 8 none -- many with children
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APPENDIX C9
HIGHER ORDER COMPOSITE VARIABLES
These composites have been created on averaged data only Equal weighting was given
to each measure included in a composite by dividing the variable by its standard deviation
(total sample Sd) For the parenting composite variables, the range of scores was used
instead of standard deviation
On all scales, low scores indicate no/fewer problems and high scores indicate greater
difficulties
1 TEMPERAMENT - cross-situational school and home measures
TEMP = sum (REACH12/0 893 * (MCTOT12/5 876)/9)
using McDevitt-Carey total score, averaged for 9 scales
TEMP1 = sum (REACH 12/0 893 * -1, MCi 012/1 886)
using McDevitt-Carey diagnostic classification
2 PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS = cross-situational school and home measures
PROB = sum (BEHAR12I11 346, SPAR2PPZ/1 929)
3 SCHOOL SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR - overall composite
SCHSOCX = sum (WEIR12/1O 652 * TSOCS/1 508 * -1,
TTEARS/0 894 * -1, AGGRSI1 521)
4 RELATIONSHIPS WITH MOTHER, FATHER and BOTH PARENTS
- composites of aspects of relationships
Relationship with mother:
SP6MA = sum (SPX3M/9* i, 5PAR362J4* -1, SPAR6MI5, SPAR6T/8.5,
SPX645, SPAR6C/14 5, SPAR6P/7 5)
Relationship with father
SP6FA = sum (SPX3D/7 5* SPAR364/4* -1, SPAR6D/6, SPAR6X/7,
SPX646, SPAR6O/7 5, SPAR6Q/9 5)
Extent of agreement between parents:
SP6JP = sum (5PAR336/3* -1, SPAR6N5, SPAR653/5)
Overall joint parenting/parent-child relationship
SP6T = sum (SP6MA, SP6FA, SP6JP)
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